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PREFACE

When I left Brazil pursue a graduate degree in American
Studies in the United States, I had a specific question in
mind: what united the so-called United States?

I began my

classes under the illusion that I would find the answer to
my inquiry.
easy.

I soon discovered that my task would not be so

Instead of unity, I saw division, separation, groups

eager to express their own ethnic, geographic, racial, and
class identities.
Still, the question persisted.

Paradoxically that even

when asserting their individuality, all of the identity
groups also claimed their "Americaness”

—

some "thing”

that distinguished Americans from others.
In one of the courses I took, Introduction to American
Studies, I came across authors who started to point the way.
These scholars hinted convergence, or unity, but, following
the current trend of scholarship, expressly talked about
divergence.

As my research continued, however, I saw that

many writers who took the American character as their field
of research expressed very different views about what it
took to be an American.

Clearly there are as many different

aspects of the American character as there are different
vi

peoples and experiences in this country.

It became evident

that the more scholarly writers would not answer my
question.

I decided to look elsewhere —

in popular

writings, more specifically journalism.
I chose to write a mid-term paper about The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test by Tom Wolfe.

Wolfe was a popular author

who had a Ph.D. in American Studies.

He had no shame in

presenting his views about the American character.

I

thought I had discovered someone who would answer my
question.

Once again I was mistaken.

In his essays, Wolfe

covered a large spectrum of American society, but the
picture was still incomplete.
Wolfe did not provide the definitive answer to my
question, as I once thought he might.

Wolfe's is only one

of many views, none necessarily more accurate than the
other.

However, I am satisfied because I realized that

there is a unity in this country, but there is also
diversity.

And both coexist in these United States.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work is to analyze Tom Wolfe's
writing as reflective of a style he wished to portray.
Wolfe adopted the avant-garde style and language of his
subjects but retained his academic training and conservative
ideas.
Thomas Kennerly Wolfe was the most notorious of a style
that became known as the New Journalists. While traditional
journalists merely described an event, Wolfe proposed to re
create it.
In his effort to re-create, Wolfe used many
devices borrowed from the novel. His intention was to add
life and color to his writings.
This new style was
encouraged by the editors of magazines like Esquire, and
Sunday newspapers like The New York Herald Tribune.
Wolfe chose as his topics groups who lived in the "edge
of the envelope." These groups were notorious for their
radical styles.
Besides these unconventional groups, Wolfe
also wrote about the monied people of New York.
His
concern, however, was with the style these people displayed
and how their style reflected and fashioned their way of
life. He analyzed how wealth generated form, and how form,
in turn, also generated wealth.
Wolfe chose to write about these innovative movements
at a time when not much had been written about them.
He
presented himself as the authority, granted him by his Ph.D.
in American Studies at Yale, who could help his audience
understand these groups.
He acted as a mediator between his
subjects and his audience.
As the groups that Wolfe depicted, he, too, made style
his trademark.
Much more important than what Wolfe wrote
was how he wrote it. He, too, pushed the edge of the
journalistic envelope with his innovative style.
This
novelty prompted many critics to accuse Wolfe of distorting
the facts.
Wolfe's latest work was a novel, The Bonfire of the
Vanities, in which he summarizes his outlook on American
life.
In this book he condenses all the topics he had dealt
with in past writings.
In this work, too, wealth (or lack
thereof) shapes style.
In all of Wolfe's work the reader is aware of the
writer as the creator.
Wolfe is present in his mode of
narration, in his interference in the flow of the narrative
and in the way he "talks" to the reader and to his subjects.
He is at once the writer and the witness to the facts he
narrates.
viii

CONSPICUOUS PRESENCE:
TOM WOLFE'S ONE MAN SHOW

INTRODUCTION

To the American reading public, Tom Wolfe has become
synonymous with a refreshing style of journalism born out of
the turbulence of the 1960s.

Wolfe offered a welcome change

in the style and language of reporting.
magazines he wrote for —
Stone —

Readers of the

Esquire, New York, and Rolling

were grateful to have someone chronicle everyday

social phenomena in accessible and entertaining language.
His audience relied on his acute observation and analysis,
which earned Wolfe the label of ”the social commentator" for
the sixties.
Wolfe gained attention among the critics and public
primarily for his language.

He raised an uproar among the

critics because he was violating "what Orwell called 'the
Geneva conventions of the mind'

...

a protocol that had

kept journalism and non-fiction generally (and novels)

in

such a tedious bind for so long" (NJ - 21) .1 As Joe David
Bellamy said, Wolfe "started a revolution of sorts."2

His

1 Tom Wolfe, ed., The New Journalism (New York: Harper
& Row Publishers, 1973)
2 Joe David Bellamy, "Sitting Up With Tom Wolfe"
Dorothy Scura, Conversations With Tom Wolfe (Jackson:
University Press of Mississippi 1990)
2

Ed.
The
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critics hesitated to award him the laurels of pioneering in
a new form, but nevertheless granted him ample
consideration.

It worked.

He became noticed.

He appealed

to readers through dots, exclamation marks, dashes, italics,
and punctuation marks in places they never had been used
before.

And his readers readily accepted Wolfe's innovative

style, an acceptance reflected in the sales of his books.
They were best sellers, and two, The Right Stuff and The
Bonfire of the Vanities, were made into movies.

However it

was The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test early in his career that
definitely confirmed Wolfe as an authority on the sixties.
Wolfe established himself as a writer whose language could
be both faithful to his subjects and pleasing to his
audience.
Over the years, Wolfe's topics have shifted from an
early concern with countercultures —

hippies, Hell's

Angels, hot rodders, and car customizers —
themes such as art and architecture.

to more highbrow

Regardless, the events

Wolfe interpreted were usually out of the mainstream.

His

first books, The Kandv-Kolored Tanqerine-Flake Streamline
Baby. The Pump House Gang (which he illustrated), Mauve
Gloves & Madmen. Clutter & Vine, and Radical Chic & MauMauing the Flak Catchers were simply collections of
previously published essays capturing American Culture.
These books dealt mostly with countercultural topics, though
his focus was always on the power money had in shaping

style.
The theme of wealth molding lifestyles was still
present in Wolfe's later career when he started to write
about more elite topics, like the arts and architecture.
His book about art, The Painted Word, is an attempt to show
the power that patrons' and critics' tastes had over art
styles.

Besides art, Wolfe also tried his hand at

architecture.

From Bauhaus to Our House is a book about how

European architects influenced American architecture.
American architects followed what the European school of
architecture,

"Bauhaus," dictated blindly.

Wolfe felt that

the architectural projects should be adapted to American
reality and traditions.

In his dissertation, his articles,

and in his books, Wolfe outlined and exposed the power
behind style: it was money.

His authority to analyze the

influence of wealth on form came not from his claim as a
journalist but from his Yale academic legacy.
Tom Wolfe claims to be a journalist, but he writes
his articles from the perspective of a Yale graduate in
American Studies.

His readers perceive him as an expert who

has earned the right to be more than a mere observer of
facts.

Wolfe's degree proved vital in giving his work a

simultaneously historical and literary perspective.

His

training in the social disciplines helped him to see the
world with a critical point of view.

It also enabled him to

judge what he was describing in light of what had already
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happened.

Dr. Wolfe has the license and the duty to comment

on what he writes about.

His audience finds in him a

private teacher of the American Character.

He enters his

readers' homes disguised in a Sunday paper or in a magazine.
Wolfe's goal is to record the speech and lifestyles of whom
or what he is studying and analyze the implications of what
he represented in light of his academic formation.
"Represent” and "analyze" are key words in Tom Wolfe's work,
as he follows Veblen's basic principle that wealth had to be
displayed to be noticed.
Tom Wolfe has written one work of fiction, The Bonfire
of the Vanities.

It is a novel presenting Wolfe's view of

life in New York City, and bringing together all his ideas
and writing techniques.

Rather than an imagined reality,

Bonfire of the Vanities is a work of fictionalized
reportage.

Even though it is fiction, it summarizes Wolfe's

career as a journalist.
In this thesis I will argue that it is impossible to
categorize Tom Wolfe.

He transcends the classification of

journalist, scholar, or novelist.

He is all three.

cannot be labeled a conservative or a radical.

Wolfe

He is both.

Wolfe uses a highly personal style to give his highly
personal views of what he is depicting.

To him whether he

writes as a journalist, scholar, novelist, or even as a poet
or as all these put together is not an issue.

He writes.

Style is everything, and he can use the most convenient one.
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When there is not a convenient one, he will make up his own.
Wolfe's writing, because it is personal, is incongruent.
That makes it so rich and controversial.

CHAPTER I
A STYLE IS BORN

Tom Wolfe is one of the most controversial writers of
our time.

People either love him or hate him.

he inspires are as intense as what he writes.

The feelings
Wolfe writes

at a frenetic pace able to entertain his audience as well as
to inform them.

Wolfe tried to imitate in writing the

phenomena of his time and in this endeavor he became a
phenomenon himself.

His uncommon style is intriguing to

both audience and critics.
Intriguing also is Wolfe's persona, which attracts as
much commentary as what he writes.

Reviewers often respond

more to Wolfe himself than to his writings.

His personal

visibility makes him more vulnerable to criticism than
conventional writers.

Novelist Scott Spencer once wrote

that "what draws readers to Wolfe's books is not that he
crossed the finish line before other

writers.

. .. What

readers respond to in Wolfe is Wolfe

himself."3

Wolfe's family and peers would probably have had a
difficult time imagining such a forceful personality
erupting from a boy having a privileged, but uneventful,
3 Scott Spencer,

"Letter,"

Harper's Magazine (Feb. 1990) 18
7
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childhood.

Thomas Kennerly Wolfe, Jr., was born in

Richmond, Virginia, on March 2, 1931, into a middle-class
family.

His father, Thomas Kennerly Wolfe, Sr., had a Ph.D.

in agronomy from Cornell University and taught agronomy at
Virginia Polytechnic University.

He also edited the

agricultural journal The Southern Planter in Richmond,
Virginia, and directed a farmer's cooperative.

Wolfe

recalls thinking of his father as a writer when he was a
little boy.

Wolfe's mother, Helen Hughes, had artistic

interests, and her neighbors remember her as a liberal
Presbyterian.
in New York.
attended.

Before her marriage, she studied social work
She was accepted in medical school, but never

Wolfe's parents' activities made writing and the

arts common in young Tom's life and played an important role
in shaping his future.
Tom Wolfe always attended racially segregated schools.
He went to a public school until 7th grade, when his parents
enrolled him at St. Christopher's, an Episcopal preparatory
school for boys.

At St. Christopher's, boys were taught

math and manners, Latin and lineage.

Dr. Churchill G.

Chamberlayne founded this school in 1911 under the principle
that "we cannot all be scholars, but we can all be
gentlemen."4

The school was called the Chamberlayne School

for boys before the Episcopal Diocese of Virginia bought it

4 Virginius
Dabney,
Richmond:
The Story of
a
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1990), 280.

City
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in 1920.

Though the name changed to St. Christopher's, the

same headmaster directed the school until his death in 1939,
and the emphasis on his motto continued.

Wolfe led a life

according to these principles, and he was an active
Presbyterian during his youth in Richmond.

However, he

started to show signs of his eccentric tastes when he
decided to study tap dancing and ballet —

activities not

common for boys.
In 1947, at age 16, Wolfe went to Washington and Lee,
an all-male university in Lexington, Virginia, where he
majored in English and graduated cum laude.

In college

Wolfe started to develop his writing abilities as the sports
editor for the campus newspaper.

Besides writing about

sports, Wolfe also played baseball for the college team.
His passion for sports lead him to aspire unsuccessfully to
a career in baseball after he graduated.

He made a

frustrated attempt to become a professional ball player; he
tried out for the New York Giants but was rejected.

Almost

by default, Tom Wolfe became a graduate student in American
Studies at Yale.
Wolfe arrived at Yale in 1951, a particularly rich yet
controversial intellectual period of the school.

There was

enormous tension between conservative and liberal ideas on
campus.

This tension led William F. Buckley, Jr. in 1951 to

publish God and Man at Yale, a book in which he proposed to
expose what I regard as an extraordinarily
irresponsible educational attitude that, under the
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protective label "academic freedom," has produced
one of the most extraordinary incongruities of our
time: the institution that derives its moral and
financial support from Christian individualists
and then addresses itself to the task of
persuading the sons of these supporters to be
atheistic socialists, (xv - xvi)6
Further in his book, Buckley mentions a donation of $500,000
William R. Coe made to the American Studies Program at Yale.
Mr. Coe demanded that the "Professor to head the Program of
American Studies shall always be one who firmly believes in
the preservation of our System of Free Enterprise and is
opposed to a system of State socialism, Communism and
Totalitarianism"

(101).

Coe's grant endowed a chair to

which David Potter, until then a professor in the History
Department, was nominated.

However, in spite of Coe's

demand that the American Studies Program fight against
communism, socialism, and totalitarianism, the Department
found ways to avoid his exigencies and remained neutral.
Sigmund Diamond, in his article "The American Studies
Program at Yale"6 demonstrates that to remain neutral, the
American Studies Department along with the Presidents of
Yale, Charles Seymour and his successor A. Whitney Griswold,
maneuvered to get Coe's money while not compromising their
commitment to academic freedom.

Diamond quotes James

5 William F. Buckley, Jr., God
Superstitions of "Academic Freedom".
Company, 1951)

and Man
(Chicago:

at Yale: The
Henry Regnery

6 Sigmund Diamond, "The American Studies Program at Yale" Lux,
Veritas, et Pecunia," Prospects 16 (1991): 41-55.
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Babbs's7 letter to President-elect A. Whitney Griswold "as
to how Coe ought to be handled:11
I know that what [Coe] wants us to say is that
[American Studies] is set up to fight communism
and I know we can't say that, but if we handle
this properly I am sure we can appease him. . . .
The main thing is to let Mr. Coe have his way.
He
is eighty-two years old. My attitude is just to
ride with the punches, and if you can do the same
I know he will do a great deal for us. . . .
Through the years he has been used to ruling the
roost, but we can keep him from ruling our roost
and still retain his concrete interest. (4 6)
Yale did precisely what Babbs suggested.

They were able to

assure Coe of their strong conservative ideals, and at the
same time encourage academic freedom.

The department

pledged itself to fight Communism, but clung to a lingering
New Deal liberalism.

However, Coe's fears that socialist

ideology would invade American society in general and Yale
in particular proved unfounded.
In the wake of World War II, with the economy embarking
upon a long-term boom and with the United States entering
into sustained political-ideological contest with the Soviet
Union, Yale scholars turned their attention to the
distinctive qualities of the American character and the
sources of American success.

Wolfe was a student at a time

in which many American scholars were trying to describe the
American Character.

David Riesman, then at Yale, had

published The Lonely Crowd: a Study of the Changing American
Character in 1950, and David Potter, Coe Professor of
7 James Babbs was then the Yale librarian.
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American Studies at Yale, published People of Plenty:
Economic Abundance and the American Character in 1954.
These books deal with essentially the same theme —
abundance in the American character.

In the view of these

students of the American character, Americans were joined
together by their agreement on fundamental values, which
made possible their steady pursuit of status and wealth.
liberal consensus held a diverse, individualistic society
together.

Despite the surface appearances of conflict and

difference, everybody was united in a common, materialist
quest.
The theme of consensus runs through Tom Wolfe's
writings.

Like the Americans whom Riesman, Potter, Louis

Hartz, and Richard Hofstadter examined in the 1950s, he,
too, discerned a restless striving for social status and
material gains everywhere he looked.

Thorstein Veblen's

theories and their application to the affluent society
greatly influenced Wolfe's journalism. They were also
important in framing these and other scholars' study of
abundance as a determining factor of the American people.
David Potter wrote that
the United States has certainly played a far
greater part than any other country in displaying
to the world the variety and magic of the new
abundance, and it has also done more than any
other to disseminate the belief that this
abundance may actually be placed within the grasp
of ordinary men and women.
The films that come
out of Hollywood, for instance, have presented
conspicuous consumption not as a mere practice
but, one might say, as a system and an act of

A
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faith. 8
Potter wrote his book while Tom Wolfe was a graduate student
and before Wolfe had developed his flamboyant style.

Potter

would certainly have added that not only the films out of
Hollywood but also Tom Wolfe's writings presented
conspicuous consumption as a system and an act of faith.

In

Wolfe's and in these social theorists' world, consumption
and intrepid character are what unite Americans from east to
west, from north to south.
It was in this agitated time that Wolfe took his
courses at Yale.

He received his Ph. D. in American Studies

in the summer of 1956.

His dissertation examined "The

League of American Writers: Communist Organizational
Activity Among American Writers, 1929-1942."

This work

focused on the 193 0s campaign by the Communist Party to
influence American culture at large.

In this effort, the

Party turned first to the literary community, in the belief
that the intellectual elite —
—

novelists, poets, playwrights

were the key to reaching the masses.

That may have been

true in Europe, where Communists developed their strategy,
but not so in the United States.

Succumbing to the illusion

that intellectuals had real power in America, the Communists
courted a group that spoke chiefly to itself.

Eventually

realizing its mistake, the Party changed tactics in the late
8 David Potter, The People of Plenty; Economic Abundance and
the American Character (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1954), 136
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1930s and discovered the power of mass culture.

Once

scorned as an opiate of the masses, such media as films
would serve as a vehicle of Communist themes.

Hence, the

Party sought members and sympathizers in Hollywood, where
screen-writers, actors, and directors might be drawn into
its net.
Wolfe argued that the Communists Party's influence
among writers was strongest between 1939 and 1941.

He

described this period as a romance between American writers
and the socialist ideas.

However, after this period of

prestige with the writers in the United States, the strength
of the Party began to weaken because many literati became
disillusioned with its philosophy.

This disappointment

stimulated a shift in the focus of communist activities from
the literati to commercial writers, especially the ones in
the mass media.

Wolfe's research showed that the Communist

Party never regained its hegemony within the New York
literary community after a short period of influence.
alone were not able to sustain the party's vigor.

Ideas

The

deterioration of the Communist Party's influence was due to
some basic miscalculations since its birth in the United
States.

The Party lacked sensitivity to the peculiarities

of the American Character and tried to impose the communist
ideas as they were applied in the Soviet Union.

In Wolfe's

view, the Communist Party chose the wrong group, American
intellectuals, to use to reach the masses.
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Wolfe examined how the John Reed clubs became the most
important means the Communist Party used in its effort to
reach the masses in the early 1930s.

The Party tried to

disseminate its ideas through the novels, plays, and poetry,
which could by no means be considered the most
effective instruments of mass propaganda in the
United States. A great deal of critical stress was
placed upon [the proletarian novel] within the
John Reed Clubs and within the pages of New
Masses, and yet proletarian novels were typically
cloth-bound novels priced well above the income
level of workingmen (50-51).9
As the Communist Party grew more confident and more
ambitious, it dissolved the John Reed Clubs and formed the
League of American Writers (LAW).

Ideologically, the LAW

was much weaker than the John Reed Clubs.

It did not

require writers to accept the Marxist platform, only that
they should support communist-favored causes.

Writers

associated with the LAW should express their support through
what they called the "cause parties" —

held to call

attention to and to raise funds for a cause.

One way of

showing support for these causes was to volunteer to hold a
party.

The host only had to offer his or her home.

would provide the funds.

The LAW

The generosity of the LAW

attracted writers and started to become clear to Wolfe that
money was what shaped the ideology of these writers.

The

LAW also saw to it that the media was invited and would give

9 Tom Wolfe, "The League of American Writers:
Communist
Organizational Activity Among American Writers, 1929-1942," Diss.
Yale, 1956.
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it ample coverage.

The host of the cause party had much to

gain with its publicity, so finding hosts for parties was
not difficult for the LAW.
The political orientation of the LAW alone failed to
appeal to writers.

Only when the LAW started to become more

visible in terms of promoting its writers and giving them
status did it effectively draw commercial writers to its
flanks.
them.

These writers used the LAW as much as the LAW used
The Party was willing to promote the works of the

writers linked to it, and this suited the writers.
attracted these writers, not ideology.

Status

The LAW had to adapt

itself to give room to the diverse tastes and orientations
of its members, ultimately proving disastrous for its
organization.

The LAW eventually expired of disuse.

Wolfe's dissertation represented an historical meditation on
the sources of influence in American culture.

The Communist

Party looked first to the domain of high culture —

the

world of literary intellectuals; when that effort failed, it
shifted to mass culture —
media.

the world of the commercial

Imitating the Party, Wolfe got his Ph.D. in the

rarified domain of academe and immediately entered the lists
of popular culture.

He would seek influence with the masses

through the Sunday supplement and the popular magazine.
Accordingly, as Wolfe did research for his
dissertation, he became increasingly aware that
intellectuals had little or no influence over the masses.
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Moreover, he saw the harm that ideological organizations
could potentially bring to writers.

Wolfe wanted to reach

the masses, but he was an intellectual by training.

There

was only one way to reach the masses and retain his
intellectual training at the same time —
read medium.

write in a widely

Thus, Wolfe became a journalist.

He created

his own style of reporting, in which he adapted his
intellectual background to reach the common people.

New

Journalism, the style for which Wolfe is known, did not
originate overnight, however.

Wolfe's breakthrough in

Esquire only came at the end of 1962, six years after he
graduated, following a climb from desk reporter to feature
writer.
After leaving Yale, Wolfe applied for a job at all the
New York City papers.
interview.

The Daily News called him for an

He was ready to take a $40 a week position there

as a copy boy.

However, the staff of the paper thought it

very amusing to have a Ph. D. copy boy.

Wolfe did not want

to become the object of mockery, so he didn't take the job.
Instead he wrote to over 100 newspapers around the country
and received three replies.

Two no's.

The Massachusetts

Springfield Union called him for an interview and hired him
as a reporter.

Wolfe wanted a more renowned newspaper, so

he applied to the Washington Post.

In 1959 he started

working for the Post where he wrote local feature stories
and became a foreign correspondent on Latin America.

While
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still at the Washington Post, Wolfe won the Washington
Newspaper Guild award for his work.
Wolfe still aspired to New York City, the capital of
journalism.

So after a few years in Washington he applied

to papers in New York again.

This time he had better

qualifications and better luck.

Lewis Lapham (who later

became the editor of Harper's) had just quit his job at the
New York Herald Tribune, and Wolfe filled his position.

In

1962 Wolfe became a member of the staff of the Herald
Tribune, which instructed its writers to show the emotional
truth of the events they were covering.

Wolfe saw, at last,

a chance to escape the straight jacket the journalism he had
practiced at the Post had imposed.

There "whenever he

turned in something fresh and original, he found himself
assigned to a story on sewerage of Prince George's
county. "10
Wolfe started working for the Tribune in 1962.

In the

end of that year there was a printers' strike and the paper
did not go to press again for 114 days.

During this strike,

Wolfe approached the editors of Esquire and proposed many
articles he had written for the Tribune.

Among the articles

Wolfe proposed, there was one about custom cars in
California.

Esquire sent Wolfe to California to "look at

the custom car world."

Wolfe gives a detailed account of

10 Richard Kluger, The Paper: The Life and Death of the New
York Herald Tribune. (New York: Alfred A. Knoff, 1986), 672.
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the assignment that resulted from this interview in the
introduction to his first book, The Kandv-Kolored TanqerineFlake Streamline Babv11. a collection of articles.

He

relates that he worked for the Herald Tribune, "which was
the only experimental paper in town, breaking out of the
totem formula"

(KK - iii).

Even so, he could not come up

with a story beyond the "kind of story any of the
somnambulistic totem newspapers in America would have come
up with."

This bothered him.

The magazine's deadline was

approaching, but Wolfe could not write anything.

Byron

Dobel, the editor of Esquire, told him just to write down
his notes and another writer would write the story.

The

evening before the deadline Wolfe sat and wrote his notes as
a memo to Dobel.

Wolfe says that he typed like a madman the

whole night and took his memo to Esquire in the morning.

He

later got a call saying that they would simply strike out
the "Dear Byron" and run it as it was.

The result of this

struggle was "The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline
Baby."

Wolfe comments that

It is hard to say what it was like.
It was a
garage sale, that piece . . . vignettes, odds and
ends of scholarship, bits of memoir, short bursts
of sociology, apostrophes, epithets, moans,
cackles, anything that came into my head, much of
it thrown together in a rough and awkward way.

Babv

11 Tom Wolfe,
The Kandv-Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1965), i,ii.
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That was its virtue.

(NJ - 15)12

Before this Esquire piece, Wolfe and other journalists
had already been experimenting with a new style.

Wolfe

cites others who preceded him in this experimentation —
Jimmy Breslin, Charles Portis, Dick Schaap, Robert Lipsyte,
and Michael Mok.

Jimmy Breslin and Wolfe wrote for the

Tribune at the same time.

Breslin had been experimenting

with showing subjective reality in journalism for some time.
Gay Talese was doing the same for Esquire.

It was Gay

Talese's articles for Esquire that first made Wolfe notice
the magazine.

He claims that before 1962 he hardly ever

read magazines like Esquire, but Talese's articles drew
Wolfe's attention because
after all [Talese] was a reporter for the Times.
He was a player in my own feature game. What he
had written for Esquire was so much better than
what he was doing (or was allowed to do) for the
Times, I had to check out what was going on (NJ 11 ) .
Wolfe was aware of these journalists' work, and decided to
join the competition.

"You had to be brave"

(NJ -11) he

wrote in his account of how he got into the "game."
Wolfe secured his place as the leading figure of this
new style —

the New Journalism —

with his 1962 piece for

Esquire "There Goes (Varoom! Varoom!) That Kandy-Kolored
(Thphhhhhhi) Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby (raghhhi)

12 Since ellipses are very common in Wolfe's work, I will
indicate my elisions in brackets.
The ellipses in this quote are
his.
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Around the Bend (brummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm)

..."

However, the

freedom for creativity Wolfe enjoyed at the Herald Tribune
was instrumental in the development of his new style.

He

could never have reached the culmination that piece
represented without having tried some new, innovative
writing before.
At the end of the press strike in April 1963, Wolfe
returned to the desk at the Herald Tribune.

At this time,

the paper was in serious financial difficulties, aggravated
by the strike.

Advertisers had switched from the written

media to television because it offered immediate return.
Tom Wolfe's writings for Esquire were instrumental for the
magazine to keep some of its former advertisers and to
attract others.

This fact did not go unnoticed by the

editors of the Tribune who started to display Wolfe's
stories more prominently, a bold gesture toward financial
recovery.

In an additional effort to recover, the paper

also started a Sunday supplement called New York.

This

Sunday magazine contained highly stylish stories about the
life of the city.

Wolfe was assigned to write a weekly

article and did so until its final edition nine months
later.
Wolfe authenticated his pieces for New York with his
Ph.D. from Yale, which provided him with credentials as an
intellectual.

His academic background served New York,

which was ready to seize upon that fact to increase its
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readership.

The magazine could count on an intellectual who

could write in an accessible language —
combination.

a perfect

Wolfe's Ph.D. was an asset to the magazine and

to himself, although he maintains that the process of
earning it was painful.

He constantly claims that he did

not enjoy graduate school.
Try to imagine the worst part of the worst
Antonioni movie you ever saw, or reading Mr.
Sammler's Planet at one sitting, or just reading
it, or being locked inside a Seaboard Railroad
roomette, sixteen miles from Gainesville, Florida,
heading north on the Miami-to-New York run, with
no water and the radiator turning red in an amok
psychotic overboil, and George McGovern sitting
beside you telling you his philosophy of
government.
That will give you the general
atmosphere.
(NJ. 3-4)
Wolfe's diploma granted him the authority to analyze social
phenomena.

However, he confronted the problem of how to

examine popular events that he covered for both Esquire and
New York.

In hindsight, Wolfe tries to explain his tension

in the introduction to The Kandy-Kolored Tanoerine-Flake
Streamline Babv.

He writes that he knew while writing an

article for New York about car customizing that there was
another story about it besides the conventional story "any
totem newspaper would publish."

"A totem newspaper is the

kind people don't really buy to read but just to have
physically, because they know it supports their own outlook
on life"

(KK - i).

I knew I had another story all the time, a bona
fide story, the real story of the Hot Rod & Custom
Car show, but I didn't know what to do with it.
It was outside the system of ideas I was used to
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working with, even though I had been through the
whole Ph.D. route at Yale, in American Studies and
everything. (KK - iii)
Wolfe's inability to analyze the phenomenon of Hot Rod &
Custom Car troubled him.

He felt that his "Ph.D. route at

Yale" should have granted him the knowledge to do it.
However, his problem was not the phenomenon itself —

after

all, it was the second time Wolfe was writing about the same
topic —

but the approach, or, in his words, the story.

What Wolfe was trying to do was to examine Popular Culture - a theme not common in American Studies in the 50s.

To

Wolfe, Popular Culture was outside the system of ideas he
was used to working with.

Once he figured out how to

analyze the event using and adapting what he had learned in
graduate school, he was free to write about it.

The style

he generated was completely alien to both the academic
scholarly writing and the journalistic articles Wolfe had
been writing until then.
Wolfe addressed themes an academic could have
addressed, but in a different form.
form to journalistic writings.
new style to emerge —

He had to adapt his

This "adaptation" forced a

a hybrid style.

It was a crossing of

"vignettes, odds and ends of scholarship, bits of memoir,
short bursts of sociology, apostrophes, epithets, moans,
cackles."

Wolfe's distinctive form did not go unnoticed.

It provoked passionate responses from everyone —
fellow journalists, and readers.

critics,
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Tom Wolfe proclaimed himself as the founder of New
Journalism.
garde style.

He writes in a far reaching media in an avantSuch an eclectic enterprise attracted an

audience just as varied.

Publications ranging from the

academic American Quarterly to alternative magazines like
the Utne Reader have published reviews of Wolfe's work.
Reviews also have appeared everywhere in between including
Newsweek, Time, and the New York Review of Books.
Prestigious academics such as Alan Trachtenberg as well as
unknown journalists have examined Wolfe's writings.
Inevitably, these critics were not unanimous in their
opinions —

the more academic they were, the less they liked

what Wolfe wrote.

However, no matter how little they

regarded Wolfe's work, they could not help but acknowledge
that something new was in the air.
Because of Wolfe's innovative style, critics tend to
classify him as a radical —

one always ready to break the

conventions of academic and journalistic writing.

Wolfe

wrote in a style all his own, a style that seemed to bother
some critics but to delight others.

Alan Trachtenberg

reviewed Wolfe's introductory essay for The New Journalism
(an anthology Wolfe and E.W. Johnson edited) for the
Partisan Review.

He could not fail to notice and appreciate

Wolfe's unique approach to his subjects, even if he did not
particularly like Wolfe's essay.

He writes:

Radical changes in 'the people as a whole' is what
Wolfe is after, where his subject lies. . . . The
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recent 'revivals' of the thirties and forties
should set us straight: movies, pop songs, makeup,
hair styles — these were the true changes, not
unions, fascism, world war.
It is style that
matters, not politics; pleasure, not power;
status, not class; the illusion of thinking, not
thought.
New Journalism is the noticing of the
new way (298-299).13
The most vocal of Wolfe's critics was Dwight Macdonald.

In

1966 he wrote an article for the New York Review of Books
entitled "Parajournalism, or Tom Wolfe and His Magic Writing
Machine."

In this article Mcdonald accuses Wolfe, whom he

calls the "king of the cats," of having created a "bastard
form, having it both ways, exploiting the factual authority
of journalism and the atmospheric license of fiction."14
On the other extreme of the spectrum was Kurt Vonnegut,
J r . , who wrote a review of The Kandv-Kolored Tanqerine-Flake
Streamline Babv for The New York Times Book Review.

In his

review Vonnegut says that "[Wolfe] knows all the stuff that
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., knows, keeps picking up brand-new,
ultra-contemporary stuff that nobody else knows, and arrives
at zonky conclusions couched in scholarly terms.

. . .

Verdict: excellent book by a genius who will do anything to
attract attention."

Wolfe's readers were just as

enthusiastic about him.

One Roy Mattini from San Francisco

13 Alan Trachtenberg, "What's New?" Partisan Review 41 (1974):
296-302.
14 Dwight Macdonald, "Parajournalism, or Tom Wolfe and His
Magic Machine" Ed. Ronald Weber. The Reporter as Artist: A Look at
the New Journalism Controversy. (New York: Hastings House,
Publishers, 1974)
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wrote for Esquire's "letters" section, "The Sound and the
Fury": "Let me commend you most wholeheartedly on your
article on hot rodders.

It presented the entire hot-rod

picture without any narrow-minded prejudices.

Your

explanation of the psychological aspects of this sport was
quite accurate and precise."15
Richard Hoggart in "The Dance of the Long-Legged
Fly,"16 a review of The Kandv-Kolored Tanaerine-Flake
Streamline Babv shrewdly says that "the assurance, the
panache is the most immediately striking quality.

Mr. Wolfe

has it partly because he knows his material so well, but
also because he knows his readers don't know it. . . . and
because his readers don't know that world he*can get away
with murder."
Wolfe's first book was a commercial success, despite
Dwight Macdonald's prediction that
the subjects will prove of ephemeral interest and
that the style will not wear well because its
eccentricities, while novel, are monotonous; those
italics, dots, exclamation points, odd words like
"infarcted" and expressions like Santa Barranzal
already look a little tired in his recent Trib
pieces" (The Reporter as Artist - 226)
The Kandv-Kolored Tanqerine-Flake Streamline Babv is still
in print in 1993.

The huge response to the book made Wolfe

pay closer attention to style, and correct his course where

15 Esquire "The Sound and the Fury" (Jan. 1961): 9.
16 Richard Haggart, "The Dance of the Long Legged Fly: On Tom
Wolfe's Poise" Encounter 27 (1966): 63-71.
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he (and his readers) thought it needed correction.
Style was what set Wolfe apart from the other social
commentators of his time and led critics to label him as
"radical."

However, as time passed, critics started to read

beyond Wolfe's style.

It became clear to them that, in

content, Wolfe was not as innovative as his language
suggested.

Only when they started to analyze Wolfe's ideas

did they see more conservative features in his writings.
The belated acknowledgment of the content of Wolfe's work
occurred because his visual and auditory language had
absorbed the critics' attention.

In the introduction to his

1974 interview with Wolfe, Joe David Bellamy describes this
duality.

He says,

Tom Wolfe began a revolution of sorts in the
reporting of American Popular culture with The
Kandv-Kolored Tanqerine-Flake Streamline Babv in
1965. At heart a moralist and social observer and
critic, as well as a dazzling stylist, Wolfe has
generated avid attention, both for the originality
of his essays and for his association with the
genesis of the so-called "new journalism." 17
Wolfe's ability to mask conventional ideas with a radical
style intrigued the critics.
The competition Wolfe joined in the beginning of his
career forced him to single himself out.
trademark was style.

His unique

This became the commodity that Wolfe

advertised, and what the readers thought they were buying.

17 Joe David Bellamy. "Sitting Up With Tom Wolfe" in Dorothy
Scura ed. Conversations with Tom Wolfe. (Jackson: University Press
of Mississippi, 1990).
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But it was only the icing on the cake.

The cake itself was

made using an ancient recipe Wolfe learned at Yale.

CHAPTER II
PYROTECHNICS OF FORM

Tom Wolfe writes for an audience of newspaper and
magazine readers, not for readers of academic journals.

He

saw that what interested academics was not necessarily what
interested the rest of the population.
complex situation.

Wolfe faced a

He had to interest his audience in what

he knew and was interested in and do that in an appealing
package.

Wolfe's form competed equally with, and at times

was more important than, what he presented.

New York

Magazine had to sell, and so Wolfe had to write his articles
in a saleable form.

Wolfe's form was largely accountable

for the large readership of the magazine, so both he and his
editors felt hard-pressed to make the most out of it.
became an obsession.
In his quest for a new form, Wolfe realized that
I was doing things no one had ever done before in
journalism. I used to try to imagine the feeling
readers must have had upon finding all this
carrying on and cutting up in a Sunday Supplement.
I liked that idea.
I had no sense of being a part
of any normal journalistic or literary
environment. . . . Only through the most searching
forms of reportage was it possible, in non
fiction, to use whole scenes, extended dialogue,
point-of-view, and interior monologue.
Eventually
I and others, would be accused of entering
people's minds . . . But exactly!
I figured that
29

Form
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was one more doorbell a reporter had to push (NJ 20 -2 1 ).
Wolfe was writing in a media that wanted to please the
audience as much as possible.

Academic journals were more

or less successful in proportion to the volume of debate an
article provoked.

They also counted on their readers'

knowledge of the topics.

Newspapers and magazines, on the

other hand, measured their success in terms of how many
issues they sold and how many advertisers they attracted.
Their readers expected something new: either fresh news or a
novel treatment of known topics.

Wolfe had to take all

these factors into consideration when trying to establish
the "edge11 of his journalistic style.
with themes and with language.

He was experimenting

He wanted (and needed) to

entertain as much as to inform.
Wolfe was keenly aware of a new lifestyle among
American youth.

This lifestyle was highly visible:

colors, long hair, unusual clothes.

flashy

The groups that

attracted his attention were usually at the margin of
society.

These were the "wild" groups of the sixties.

It doesn't make much difference what happens to
baseball or stock car racing, actually, but this
shift, from a fixed land sport, modeled on
cricket, to this wild car sport . . . this
symbolizes a radical change in the people as a
whole.
Practically nobody has bothered to see
what these changes are all about. People have been
looking at the new money since the war in economic
terms only.
Nobody will even take a look at our
incredible new national pastime, things like stock
car racing, drag racing, demolition derbies,
sports that attract five to ten million more
spectators than football, baseball and basketball
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each year.
Part of it is a built-in class bias .
. . Stock car racing, custom cars — and for that
matter, the jerk, the monkey, rock music — still
seem beneath serious consideration, still the
preserve of ratty people with ratty hair and
dermatitis and corroded thoracic boxes and so
forth.
Yet all these rancid people are creating
new styles all the time and changing the life of
the whole country in ways that nobody even seems
to bother to record, much less analyze. (KK - vi)
Wolfe wanted to represent these groups that no one else
seemed to "bother to record, much less analyze" in their own
language.

These groups were doing something new, so the

language had to be new.

Wolfe wanted his subjects and

himself to be taken seriously.
Like the style of his characters, Wolfe's style offers
a very strong visual appeal.

His unusual repetitions, odd

punctuation, and unconventional syntax immediately draw the
reader's attention to the text.

Writing for a Sunday

supplement was extremely convenient for Wolfe.

No one

expected the Sunday supplement reader to pay too much
attention to the readings, so that left him free to
experiment.
Sunday supplements had no traditions, no
pretension, no promises to live up to, not even
any rules to speak of. They were brain candy, that
was all. Readers felt no guilt whatsoever about
laying them aside, throwing them away or not
looking at them at all.
I never felt the
slightest hesitation about trying any device that
might conceivably grab the reader a few seconds
longer.
I tried to yell right in his ear: Stick
around! . . .
(NJ - 16)
Representing marginal lifestyles in what he perceived
to be their own language,

Wolfe found the edge of his own
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journalistic style.

By writing in article form, he could

give flashes of these lifestyles seasoned with very spicy,
colorful prose.

This perfect seasoning became Wolfe's

trademark and made his "scholarship” appetizing to the taste
of his readers.

Wolfe discovered that he was able "within a

relatively short space . . .

to excite the reader both

intellectually and emotionally” (NJ-15).

To achieve this

goal, Wolfe used basically four devices to frame his work:
scene-by-scene construction, extensive dialogue, thirdperson point of view, and recording of status-life symbols.
Scene-by-scene construction, to Wolfe, is "telling the
story by moving from scene to scene and resorting as little
as possible to sheer historical narrative” (NJ - 31).
Richard Kalian18 notes that
the pervading sense of the present prevails;
always there exists the feeling of everything
happening now. Not surprisingly, Wolfe writes in
the present tense; no historical distance, no
detached perspective is permitted to evolve. (55)
Describing the scenes as they evolve has the additional
advantage of giving the reader the illusion of experiencing
the facts as Wolfe actually constructed them.

The reader

"sees" through Wolfe's eyes, as if he were a cameraman.
Wolfe does not summarize the sequence of facts to the
readers, but narrates them.

At the same time he is a

"cameraman," he is also the host of the show.

He is a

18 Richard Kalian, "Style and the New Journalism: A
Rhetorical Analysis of Tom Wolfe"
Communication Monographs
46, (March 1979).
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participant in the scenes he narrates to assure the reader
of its veracity —

he is there to witness the facts.

After

this passage in the Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, it is
unnecessary to tell the reader the role Ken Kesey played in
the hierarchy of the Merry Pranksters, and that Wolfe is
writing what he is witnessing:
Kesey gets out of the truck with his eyes down.
He's wearing a sport shirt, an old pair of pants,
and some Western boots.
He seems to see me for an
instant, but there is no hello, not a glimmer of
recognition.
This annoys me, but then I see that
he doesn't say hello to anybody.
Nobody says
anything.
They don't all rush up or anything.
It's as if . . . Kesey is back and what is there
to say about it. [ . . . ]
Instead of saying
anything, however, he cocks his head to one side
and walks across the garage to the mass of wires,
speakers and microphones over there and makes some
minute adjustment.
'. . . The Nowhere Mine .. .'
As if now everything is under control and the fine
tuning begins. (EKAT - 22)
Wolfe and Kesey are face to face, in fact Wolfe is close
enough to Kesey to be able to describe all the details he
sees.

It is as if Wolfe's camera, through which the reader

"sees" the scene, were closely focused on Kesey's arrival
from jail.
The second device, extensive dialogue, is closely
linked with scene-by scene narration.

Wolfe writes that

"the realistic dialogue involves the reader more completely
than any other single device.

It also establishes and

defines character more quickly and effectively than any
other single device"

(NJ - 31).

While in the scene-by-scene

narration the reader is a mere spectator of the story
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"seeing" it take place, now the reader can "hear” the
conversations and relate to the characters. Wolfe writes the
dialogues in his works in the characters' own language.

The

audience has the impression of really "hearing" the
characters and not Wolfe; the story becomes more believable.
In The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test Wolfe writes a dialogue
between Pancho, who is trying to rejoin the Merry
Pranksters, and Babbs, a current Prankster and second in
command.

This dialogue shows how well the Pranksters were

bound to strict rules more effectively than if Wolfe had
chosen only to paraphrase or summarize it.

He detaches

himself from the narrative and leaves the reader alone to
confront the characters.
left to the readers.

Thus, any judgment of the event is

Wolfe avoids directly passing

judgment, instead he leads the readers to it.

The readers

cannot accuse Wolfe of making the Pranksters sound too harsh
because the Pranksters do so themselves.
'I don't think anybody wants you here,' said
Babbs.
'What do you mean?' says Pancho.
'Can't I come on
the bus?'
'There's nobody on the bus who wants you on the
bus.'
Pancho's grin is wiped off, of course, and his
eyes start batting around like pinballs, trying to
make out who is inside the bus — you all know me, I'm
Pancho!
'Well . . . I know I get on some people's nerves,'
says Pancho, 'but I came all the way here to be with
you guys, and I spent all my money getting here — '
'We don't care,' says somebody else's voice, on
the b u s .
'Look,' says Pancho, 'I'll shut up, I'll do
whatever you want.
I just want to help with the Tests.
I'll do anything — '
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'We don't care.'

Somebody else's voice, on the

bus.
'— odd jobs, run errands, there must be a
thousand things — '
'We don't care.'
Pancho stands there, speechless, his face bursts
with red.
'See,' says Babbs, 'it's like I said.
I don't
think there's anybody who wants you on here.'
Numb Pancho backs down off the steps and trudges
off in Lemon Grove. (EKAT - 239-340)
The third device, which Wolfe calls "third-person point
of view," is, in his words, "the technique of presenting
every scene to the reader through the eyes of a particular
character, giving the reader the feeling of being inside the
character's mind and experiencing the emotional reality of
the scene as he experiences it" (NJ - 32).

In order to "be

in the character's mind," Wolfe interviews the characters
about their thoughts and emotions, "along with everything
else"

(NJ - 32).

The reader is no longer a mere spectator,

but a participant in the story.

Paradoxically, however, it

is when drawing the readers into the narrative that Wolfe
manages to exclude them.

As soon as the readers are

totally absorbed in the story, they are snapped awake by
Wolfe's intrusion.

In the following passage in The Electric

Kool-Aid Acid Test Wolfe speaks as Kesey in his fugitive
days in Mexico in one paragraph, then in the next with the
voice of a narrator.
Down to the holy telegrafo to pray.
All the
huarache telegrafo workers sitting around under
fluttering leaves of telegrams piling up. Hay
tiempo.
You have to know how to approach them,
says Mario.
Goes upstairs in the telegrafo.

[ . . . ]
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Next morning Kesey decides to risk it, goes
down to the American consulate as a poor broke
grizzled balding American fisherman stranded and
got to get back to Manzanillo, and he gets on,
with Mario waving a sweet valedictory goodbye.
(EKAT - 293)
The use of these three techniques give a two-dimensional
picture of what Wolfe is trying to portray.
The last device Wolfe points out is the one that is
able to add the third dimension to the stories he tells.
Wolfe describes this device as the
recording of everyday gestures, habits, manners,
customs, styles of furniture, clothing,
decoration, styles of traveling, eating, keeping
house, modes of behaving toward children,
servants, superiors, inferiors, peers, plus the
various looks, glances, poses, styles of walking
and other symbolic details that might exist within
a scene. (NJ - 32)
The recording of these features, apparently outside the
scope of the narrative, is designed to indicate the status
of the characters, or to provide the reader with a "social
autopsy"

(NJ - 32).

This device helps set the scene and

make what Wolfe is narrating "visible" to the reader.

When

composing the "picture" of the scene, Wolfe uses images
familiar to his audience.

The audience responds to his

descriptions according to their own experiences.

The

narrative is not only believable now, but also real to the
reader.

Although Wolfe knows that by using the audience's

experiences he is also evoking bias and prejudice, such
sentiments are useful to him because they represent the
common ground for both audience and subjects.

Wolfe can
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"fit*1 his subjects in his audience's reality and vice versa.
The passage quoted above is a good example of how Wolfe
manages to describe the sequence of scenes while giving the
reader a detailed description of Kesey's clothes and
attitudes.

The readers think they alone decide what their

attitude toward Kesey will be; however, again Wolfe leads
the readers to draw conclusions he has carefully prepared.
Wolfe's vigorous prose is conspicuous: he is not
ashamed to use every trick in his hat to make it stand out.
His prose invokes the electronic television media in its
visual and auditory effects.
accompanied by words.

In television images are

It is virtually impossible to fully

convey the impact of an image in print.

However, Wolfe

succeeds in suggesting not only the visible image, but also
the atmosphere of a setting.

Wolfe suggests this visibility

by calling forth his readers' experience to provide the
"visible" context of his story.

He says

The most gifted writers are those who manipulate
the memory sets of the reader in such a rich
fashion that they create within the mind of the
reader an entire world that resonates with the
reader's own real emotions.
The events are merely
taking place on the page, in print, but the
emotions are real. (NJ - 48)
Besides using the four devices mentioned above, Wolfe
enchants his readers by onomatopoeically reproducing sounds
he heard, by breaking his sentences at the most unusual
places, and by mentioning brand names that immediately
appeal to the readers' senses and stimulate the readers'
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preconceptions.

This odd word and sentence

construction

was especially effective in articles, where Wolfe had little
time to involve the reader in the atmosphere of his subject.
Bangs manes bouffants beehives beatle caps butter
faces brush-on lashes decal eyes puffy sweaters
French thrust bras flailing leather blue jeans
stretch pants stretch jeans honeydew bottoms
eclair shanks elf boots ballerinas Knight
slippers, hundreds of them, these flaming little
buds, bobbing and screaming, rocketing around
inside the Academy of Music Theater underneath
that vast old mouldering cherub dome up there —
aren't they super-marvelous! (KK - 204)
This is the first paragraph of "The Girl of the Year" which
was first published in New York, the New York Herald
Tribune's Sunday magazine on December 6, 1964.

In this

article, as well as in others, Wolfe parades his style from
the start.

However, the repetition of the sound "b" gives

the atmosphere of the bubbly effervescence of the dressing
room of the theater before the appearance of the Rolling
Stones.

The reader can immediately imagine, or even see,

these "flaming little buds" getting ready to admire their
idols.

The generous use of adjectives and lack of

punctuation also suggest the overwhelmingly exciting mood of
the young people.
"The Noonday Underground" in The Pump House Gang19
starts similarly:
Just keep straight.
Keep your desk straight, keep
your Biros straight, keep your paper clips
straight, keep your Scotch tape straight keep your
19 Tom Wolfe,
Books, 1969).

The Pump House Gang. (New York:

Bantam
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nose straight keep your eyes straight keep your
tie on straight keep your head on straight keep
your wife on straight keep your life on straight
and that is Leiscester Square out there and that
is a straight square and this is a straight
office, making straight money— hey!—
(PHG - 75)
In this second passage, the monotonous repetition of the
adjective "straight," and the short sentence at first, the
following clusters of words separated by commas, and then no
pause at all, suggest an engine starting to move and then
gaining speed until the interruption "hey."

These artifices

play off a tension between what is "straight" and the
protagonist of the article.
These are only two examples of how Wolfe managed to
"grab" the readers' curiosity and make them want to go on.
If that alone were not enough, the same devices have the
power of invoking a familiar atmosphere that the reader can
immediately relate to and become a part of the story.

Wolfe

acts not only as the cameraman and the host of the show, but
also as a ventriloquist.
was willing to give them.

His subjects acquire the voice he
He takes the reader on a mental

tour of the scene he is describing.

Wolfe's writings appeal

first to the senses: one can "see" and "hear" the object of
his description in a colloquial, "comfortable" style of
prose.

The immediate effect of Wolfe's oral prose is that

"the receiver, conditioned by Wolfe's oral-sounding prose,
responds as a listening audience would.

Wolfe's orality

enables him to be seen and heard in print —

to become
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nearly as real as the television personality." 20

Wolfe has

accomplished his objective: he has grabbed the readers' eyes
and ears.
Even though Wolfe uses the language typical of his
subject when describing him/her, his own voice also comes
through.

He resituates the character within the context of

his or her own experience and suggests a new way of
interpreting that reality:

the life of an individual

becomes the primary text from which one can translate the
meanings that structure social relations.

But while Wolfe

presents the character, he deliberately intrudes into what
he writes,

(what he calls Hectoring Narrator) calling

attention to his presence, and making his readers aware of
his writing as a performance.

He defines what he means by

Hectoring Narrator in an example he gives in The New
Journalism.

He says:

I was [at the Women's House of Detention in
Greenwich Avenue] one night when [the inmates]
caught a boy who looked twenty one named Harry. So
I started the story with the girls yelling at him:
"Hai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-aiai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-ai-aiaiaireeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!"
I looked at that.
I
liked it.
I decided I would enjoy yelling at the
little bastard myself.
So I started lambasting
him, too, in the next sentence. [. . .]. There
was nothing subtle about such a device, which
might be called the Hectoring Narrator.
Quite the
opposite.
That was precisely why I liked it.
I
liked the idea of starting off a story by letting
the reader, via the narrator, talk to the
20 Richard Kalian,
"Style and The New Journalism: A
Rhetorical Analysis of Tom Wolfe". Communication Monographs 46
(March 1979).
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characters, hector them, insult them, prod them
with irony or condescension, or whatever (NJ - 1617) .
Wolfe, the host of the show, talks not only for the
characters, but also for the reader in his stories.

He

immediately shifts to talking to the reader, "I couldn't
tell you what bright fellow thought of that, inviting Ken
Kesey"; or to his characters: "That's good thinking there,
Cool Breeze."
In John Hellmann's words, "Wolfe portrays himself as a
witnessing character in those scenes representing events at
which he was actually present, and he shifts his modes of
narration to correspond to his modes of knowing.

Thus he

avoids pitfalls and constructs a far more credible
narrative.1,21

Wolfe's personal style reminds the readers

that they are experiencing his verbal construct of the
experience, not the experience itself.

Wolfe's style

becomes just as important as what he is describing.
The most obvious of Wolfe's artifices is his unorthodox
spelling, syntactic constructions, and punctuation:
I figured it was time someone violated what Orwell
called the "Geneva conventions of the mind". . . a
protocol that had kept journalism and non-fiction
generally (and novels in such a tedious bind for
so long.
I found that things like exclamation
points, italics, and abrupt shifts (dashes) and
syncopations (dots) helped to give the illusion
not only of a person talking but of a person
thinking.
I used to enjoy using dots where they
would be least expected, not at the end of a
21 John Heilman,
Fables of Fact:
The New Journalism as
New Fiction. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1981) 104.
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sentence but in the middle, creating the effect
. . . of a skipped beat.
It seemed to me the mind
reacted — first! . . .in dots, dashes, and
exclamation points, then rationalized, drew up a
brief, with periods (NJ - 21-22).
Wolfe's use of unorthodox punctuation, onomatopoeia, slang,
and unconventional vocabulary in his writing is meant to
portray the subjective reality of what he was depicting.
Had he written in a conventional, elaborate prose, Wolfe
would have shown us that he had already thought about what
he was writing, judged, and filtered it to a conventional
prose.

This filtering would imply value judgment.

Not that

Tom Wolfe does not make value judgments all the time in his
writing, but in giving his subjects their own voices, he
allows them to also express their values and reality, so
that there would never be only one value for the reader to
judge by.

He says 11[I'm not saying] that reality is so

elusive that whatever I feel is reality.

. . . Honestly,

there's not just one reality."22
However, Tom Wolfe does not hesitate to intrude in the
narrative and voice his own opinions.

Bellamy, in his

introduction to The Purple Decade: A Reader, an anthology of
Wolfe's essays and drawings, says that
any voice he wishes to take on, he assumes with
unerring smoothness and fidelity.
Frequently,
however, the voice produced turns out to be a puton voice that reveals and dramatizes personality
as it revels in the flaws, prejudices, and
22 Joe David Bellamy, The New Fiction: Interviews with
Innovative American Writers. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1972).
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affectations of the character.
The voice, that
is, is both part of the character and, at the same
time, above or outside it, interpreting and
assigning judgment.23
With his innovative prose, Wolfe records the ideas of a time
as a chameleon would.

In the same text he assumes the voice

of his subjects and his own.
respond to a time.

He strives to represent and to

Instead of a black and white photograph,

Wolfe presents his readers with a "Kodacolor print."

In

reading his work, one has the intentional illusion of
reality.

His characters gain life and the reader is always

part of the scenes that Tom Wolfe describes.

He presents

himself as the mediator between his audience and his
subject, as well as the performer.

His works are one-man

shows.
Wolfe's forceful writing not only succeeds in
impressing his own interpretation of the facts upon the
readers' minds, but also impresses his construct of himself.
He presents himself as an intellectual authority writing
about a time.

With his dazzling style, Wolfe manages to

amuse and entertain the lazy Sunday magazine reader who is
willing to believe anything Wolfe writes.
conspicuously present in his articles.

Wolfe is

He comes across as

the "good guy" willing to devote his valuable time and
knowledge to instruct common folk.

Wolfe makes himself as

visible in writing as he is in his white suits.
23 Joe David Bellamy, introduction, The Purple Decades: A
Reader by Tom Wolfe (New York: Berkley Books, 1983).
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The new style that Tom Wolfe claimed to have created
succeeded in merging literature and history, thus blurring
the distinction between real and fantastic.

The reader is

aware that although Wolfe is writing about facts, his
dialogues are fictional.

However, these dialogues are

believable since they are presented with the language
typical of the subject, and not of the author.

Ed Cohen

says that "since Wolfe makes 'fictional' statements about
'factual' events, he submerges the 'objective' in the
'subjective' and thereby excludes himself from the realm of
'natural'

(or 'rational') understanding."24

What Wolfe does

is really to find the balance between fact and fiction in
his writing.

In regard to his goal of bringing together the

objectivity and subjectivity in journalism, he says that
The best thing is to have both— to have both
someone who will bring you bigger and more
exciting chunks of the outside world plus a unique
sensibility, or rather a unique way of looking at
the world, a unique fantasy life, even to use the
way Freud explains it, a unique emotional reality
of his own that somehow echoes or vibrates with
the emotional states of the reader.
So that you
get both the external reality and the subjective
reality.
I am not denying the existence of a subjective reality.
Far from it.
I'm just saying that there is also
[emphasis added] an objective reality that
everyone in the world has to deal with.25
24 Ed Cohen, "Tom Wolfe and the Truth Monitors: A Historic
Fable"
CLIO: A Journal of Literature. History and the
Philosophy of History 16-1 (1988, Fall): 1-11.
25 Joe David Bellamy.
The New Fiction:
Innovative American Writers. 86.

Interviews with
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In writing this way, Wolfe succeeds in presenting himself
not as an autobiographer, a biographer, or a novelist, but
as a working reporter and a contemplative intellectual.

He

writes journalism that reads like a novel.
The apparent unpretentiousness of Wolfe's writings
accounted for the response readers had to his writings.
They were easy and entertaining, very suitable for a Sunday
supplement.

Wolfe made his style a consumable one.

In

keeping one eye on his audience and another in the sales of
New York, Wolfe could figure out what sold —

and that was

his entertaining language packaging counterculture groups
with a quasi-academic analysis.

CHAPTER III
VIGNETTES OF AMERICAN CULTURE

Although Tom Wolfe has been writing actively since his
debut in 1962, he is best known as the archetypical writer
of the sixties.

His unique view of that decade and its

significance accounts for his association with that era.
Wolfe interpreted the sixties as the evidence of the
emergence of an affluent post- World War II middle class
eager to display its wealth.

No longer was this class

confined to the mere role of wage earners.

In the sixties

the middle class had enough surplus money to enable them to
display their newly acquired riches.

This new monied class

chose to exhibit their abundance in a new style —

fashioned

to match their new social status.
The sixties are usually remembered for the war in
Vietnam, political assassinations, students' unrest and
rebellion —
violence.

in short, a decade marked by protest and
Conversely, it was the decade of the Beatles, the

Rolling Stones, the hippie slogan "make love, not war," and
the "Flower Power" movement.

It was also the age of great

technological advancement in technology and space
exploration.

Tom Wolfe, however, did not look at the
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political side of the decade; instead he chose to analyze
the "morals and manners" of the time.

He saw the sixties as

an unexplored avenue open to the journalists, the "scholars"
of that decade.

Journalists did "hands-on" research.

They

worked in the streets, instead of libraries, and published
in newspapers and magazines people bought at any newsstand
instead of in little-known specialized journals where
scholars write only to each other.

Wolfe believed that in

one hundred years historians would remember the sixties as
the decade of profound changes in attitude, such as those
that were labeled, however clumsily with such tags
as "the generation gap," "the counter culture,"
"black consciousness," "sexual permissiveness,"
"the death of God,". . . the abandonment of
proprieties, pieties, decorums connoted by "go-go
funds," "fast money," swinger groovy hippie drop
out pop Beatles Andy Baby Jane Bernie Huey
Eldridge LSD marathon encounter stone underground
rip-off . . .
[. . .]Novelists did not write about the sixties.
That left a huge gap in American letters, a gap
big enough to drive an ungainly Reo rig like the
New Journalism through . . . The New Journalists
— Parajournalists — had the whole crazed obscene
uproarious Mammon-faced drug-soaked mau-mau lustoozing Sixties in America all to themselves. (NJ 30-31)
Wolfe filled the gap left by the novelists with what he
thought was the common denominator for the transformations
of the decade.
Rupert Wilkinson claims that Americans have been
obsessed with analyzing their social character ever since
the Revolution.

Even today, he argues, "that interest is a

national tradition, supporting an august industry of books
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and articles on what it means to be an American.1,26 The
books and articles Wilkinson is referring to have not
circulated only among scholars.

There has been a growing

interest of the public at large in these works.

David

Riesman's The Lonely Crowd, for example, became a best
seller.
readers.

Nevertheless, these works remain abstract for some
They explain more than they exemplify.

And

despite the popularity of these publications about the
American Character, the most democratic and far reaching
media are still the newspapers and magazines.
Wolfe seized the chance to write about the American
character from his scholarly perspective in a widely read
media. He wrote in article form in publications that reached
academics and laypeople alike.
of its readers.

A newspaper is not selective

The selection in this case is left to the

readers who buy each issue or not, according to their will.
In order to attract a large readership, a newspaper has to
offer variety, and the sixties proved extremely rich in
variety.
In his pursuit of the meaning of the sixties, Wolfe did
not theorize the way Veblen, Margaret Mead (who also wrote
for newspapers), David Riesman, David Potter, and others who
studied the American character before him did.

Each of

these scholars published scholarly studies about American

26 Rupert Wilkinson, The Pursuit of American Character
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988).

(New
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Culture.
theorize.

Wolfe thought that journalists should report, not
What he offered was something much more sketchy

than a study.

He proposed comments.

Wolfe observed changes

and checked them against a •'file1* he had stored in his mind
as a product of his graduate years at Yale.

He would then

pull a card from this file and make his comments in the
style of "this reminds me of . . . ".
pretention of writing in-depth studies.

Wolfe has no
He acknowledges

this lack of depth in his work when he says that what he did
"was a garage sale [ . . . ] vignettes, odds and ends of
scholarship, bits of memoir, short bursts of sociology,
apostrophes, epithets, moans, cackles"

(NJ - 15).

In his "comments," Wolfe rarely acknowledges the
influence of others upon him.

However, he does identify

himself with important American thinkers, all of whom occupy
"drawers" in his "file."

The file drawer he opened the most

had "Thorstein Veblen" written on it, and the card he used
extensively was The Theory of the Leisure Class.

As Wolfe

would much later, Veblen devoted his writing to a social
description and satire of Americans' obsession with
displaying status through wealth.
Like Veblen, Wolfe lived during a time of deep social
and economic changes. In Veblen's time, American society was
changing from an agrarian to an industrial economy and the
social discrepancies that emerged from that change were
obvious.

Veblen was concerned with the excesses of the rich
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and the deprivation of the poor.

He also worried with "the

growing abyss between the rich and poor and the manner in
which wealth could be so blatantly flaunted."27

Veblen used

his training as an economist to make a social analysis of
the American society.
Wolfe also wrote about changes in his time but through
the lens of his training in the social disciplines.

In

Wolfe's time, instead of distancing the classes, the
economic and social changes equalized them.
democratized.
of society.
concern.
money —

Money was

Status and its display pervaded every layer
How people had access to money was not his

Wolfe saw the evidence of this new distribution of
a new style of life in the middle class.

His experimentation with new style first came almost
accidentally when Wolfe was writing "The Kandy-Kolored
Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby,"
agers and custom cars.

an article about teen

This particular piece represents

Wolfe's shock of recognition about the culture of the
sixties.

This shock began when Esquire sent Wolfe to

California to see what had been going on in the world of car
customizing.

His first reaction was not different from that

of the "straight" society:
Obviously [the car customizers] are very special,
but the first thing you think of is the usual —
you know, that the kids who own these cars are
probably skinny little hoods who wear T shirts and
27 John P. Diggins, The Bard of Savagery: Thor stein Veblen and
Modern Social Theory. (New York: The Seabury Press) 5.
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carry their cigarette packs by winding them around
in the T shirt up near the shoulder. (KK - 78)
Instead of trusting his first impression, Wolfe stayed on to
see what the phenomenon of car customizing was really all
about.

He came to the conclusion that "if you watched

anything at this fair very long, you kept noticing the same
thing.
78).

These kids are absolutely maniacal about form" (KK Wolfe's digression about form goes on:

They were all wonderful slaves to form. They have
created their own style of life, and they are much
more authoritarian about enforcing it than are
adults.
Not only that, but these kids —
especially in California — have money, which,
needless to say is why all these shoe merchants
and guitar sellers and the Ford Motor Company were
at a Teen Fair in the first place.
I don't mind
observing that it is this same combination —
money plus slavish devotion to form — that
accounts for Versailles or St. Mark's Square. (KK 79)
There was "nothing new under the sun." What everyone saw

as

a new movement was simply a rerun of a classic film in which
"as the plot develops, you have the old story of the
creative child, the break from the mold of the parents, the
garret struggle, the bohemian life, the first success, the
accolade of the esoteric following, and finally the money
starts pouring in" (KK - 86).
a rather expensive fad.

These teens were caught up in

This fad, however, was important

enough to attract the attention of corporations such as Ford
Motor Company and Cadillac.

The car customizers thought

they were doing something completely new and subversive, but
they were imitated by everyone around them.

In fact, they
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were dictating style and form to the car industries!
It was when Wolfe was writing this article, that the
details of what he had observed
suddenly made [him] see what was happening.
Here
was this incredible combination of form plus money
in a place nobody ever thought about finding it,
namely, among teenagers.
Practically every style
recorded in art history is the result of the same
thing — a lot of attention to form, plus the
money to make monuments to it.
(KK - v)
Wolfe's insight about the teen world led him to fuse his
interest in art —
—

a product of his upbringing in Richmond

with his preoccupation with status and wealth to gain a

clue to American culture in the 1960s.

He did what

Thorstein Veblen had done more than half a century before
him: he grasped the system of status that explained how
Americans of the monied classes amused themselves in public
and private life.

Wolfe's identification with Veblen's

project permeated his writing.
Veblen studied the many forms of display of wealth by
the upper class, or leisure class as he preferred to call
them.

Veblen noted that the leisure class, as a matter of

self- preservation was conservative and rejected innovation.
To this class, wealth was only "honorific11 if displayed.

To

Veblen the display of wealth and status came in the form of
"conspicuous consumption" and "conspicuous leisure."

The

upper class used other classes putting them to the task of
"vicarious consumption" and "vicarious leisure."
this system was ostentation and waste.

The key to

Upper classes, thus,
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were able to single themselves out in activities that most
people could not afford.

In Wolfe's time, however, a vast

share of the population could display their wealth and
status in new ways.
Wolfe saw the change that took place in American
society since Veblen's time:
what has happened in the United States since World
War II, however, has broken that pattern [that the
aristocracy had been responsible for]. The war
created money.
It made massive infusions of money
into every level of society.
Suddenly classes of
people whose styles of life had been practically
invisible had the money to build monuments to
their own styles. (KK - V)
Activities of the monied middle class captivated Wolfe.
saw in these
for him.

He

movements an unexplored area of studiesleft

According to

him, the media was especially

interested in the upper classes because they were the ones
who made the

news; and the academics,with their MNew Left”

orientation,

were more concerned with the lower and

oppressed classes.

These monied middle class people did not

aspire to ascend socially, but to use their money in order
to lead a style of life that would enable them to dare and
experiment with new forms and styles, much the same way
Wolfe himself was experimenting with a new form and a new
style of writing —

New Journalism.

Tom Wolfe did not try to change society but the way
that it looked at itself.

He tried to mediate between

subcultures and mainstream middle-class values and demystify
the middle-class concept of counterculture.

He could be
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labeled the translator for those he wrote about since he
interprets and explains their deviant style to readers as
well as to themselves.

He acts as a tour guide who

introduces readers to the exotic manners and values that are
sometimes feared, but always different from their own.

Tom

Wolfe wrote about the Hell's Angels for people who were
afraid of them.

Some did not want to acknowledge the hippie

and the psychedelic movements.
movements.

Tom Wolfe wrote about these

Others did not like the Black Panthers.

Wolfe wrote about them.

Some people wanted to know what

kind of person Leonard Bernstein was.
him.
—

Tom

Tom Wolfe wrote about

Tom Wolfe managed to become the spokesman for everyone

the rich, the academic, and the deviant.

And in the

effort to become a faithful spokesman for these groups who
made form their statement about life, Wolfe too became
maniacal about form.
Even though Wolfe wrote about groups that were
considered radical, he reveals how these groups were not as
radical as they seemed.

Behind their apparent radicalism,

the prevalent values always came through.

Wolfe repeatedly

shows that these radicals, as his own work reflected, were
radicals in form, not in reality.
a revelation even to Wolfe.

This conservatism came as

In "The Kandy-Kolored

Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby” Wolfe writes that he was
talking to Ed Roth, the king of the customizers.

Wolfe

points out that Roth slept in his station wagon while on
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trips even though he made a lot of money.

Roth's career had

been like other prominent customizers': "the hot rods, the
drive-ins, the drag racing, the college (East Los Angeles
Junior College and UCLA), taking mechanical drawing [ . . .
]" (KK - 103).

In this conversation with Wolfe, Roth

"mentioned he was building a house for his wife and five
kids down at Newport, near the beach.

I immediately asked

him for details, hoping to hear about an utterly baroque
piece of streamlined architecture"

(KK - 106).

Roth

described the house as a perfectly "normal" kind of home and
acted embarrassed that he had disappointed Wolfe on the
house."
Wolfe is less shocked when he writes the introduction
to the Pump House Gang28.

He tries to explain his subjects,

a group of surfers, to his readers by introducing the gang
as a group of surfers who
banded together in a way that superficially
resembled a street gang. They had very little of
the street gang's motivation, however.
They came
from middle-class and upper-middle-class homes in
perhaps the most high-class beach community in
California, La Jolla.
They had very little sense
of resentment toward their parents or "society"
and weren't rebels.
(PHG - 8)
They were only misunderstood, and it was up to Wolfe to make
his readers discern their motives and lifestyle.
28 Tom Wolfe,
Giroux, 1968).

He wanted

The Pump House Gang (New York: Farrar, Straus &

* This book was published on the same day as The Electric Kool-Aid
Acid Test, and is dedicated to his mother and father.
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to make his readers see that this group of people was only
trying to have fun in different way from what the
generations before them did.

It is just a generation gap,

and again, Wolfe is on hand to fill the gap.
For Veblen, wealth was a reliable evidence of class
separation, whereas in Wolfe's time, education became the
dividing line.
The educated classes in this country, as in every
country, the people who grow up to control visual
and printed communication media, are all plugged
into what is, when one gets down to it, an ancient
aristocratic aesthetic.
(KK - vi)
The media was controlled by the "educated,” and one might
infer, conservative classes that banned innovation.
self-preservation begets conservatism.

Thus,

The formula that had

been followed in the "visual and printed communication
media" had already been tested and had proved itself
profitable.
Wolfe proposes to grant the deviant groups space in a
media controlled by the educated classes.

Wolfe sympathized

with these ostracized marginal groups and wanted to grant
them a voice.

He complains in "The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-

Flake Streamline Baby" that
if Barris and the customizers hadn't been buried
in the alien and suspect underworld of California
youth, I don't thing they would seem at all
unusual by now.
But they've had access to almost
nothing but the hot-rod press. (KK - 85)
Wolfe nominated himself the spokesman for them.
them access to the "educated" media.

He granted

He took it as his
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mission to help these "kids” be understood, or at least seem
less "unusual."

Wolfe was second in the race to "discover"

this new phenomena, however.

The auto industry in Detroit

had long ago discovered them and saw their enormous economic
potential.
In "The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine Flake Streamline Baby"
these "kids" were so successful in making their idea popular
by word of mouth alone, that even the auto industry was
interested in their ideas and techniques and appropriated
them for their own industries.

The car customizers did not

necessarily see the industries as enemies, but saw them as
representative of adult America.

What starts as a teenage

idea becomes part of conventional America once the auto
industries see the potential to exploit it in order to build
conventional cars.

The great commercial potential for the

industries lay in making cars that appealed to young people
more than to older people.

The industries knew that when

these teens who had participated or admired car customizing
would want to buy a car, it would be one that resembled the
lifestyle of their youth as much as possible.

Wealth

generated lifestyle for the teens, but for the industries,
style generated wealth.
What Tom Wolfe does in his interpretation of American
Culture is analogous to what happened to the customized
cars: the outrageous becomes conventional.

By writing about

and demystifying the so-called counter culture or
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underground culture, he boosted these non-conventional
activities into the mainstream.
Still enamored with his idea that the accessibility of
money made possible the creation of new styles like the
customizing of cars in California, Wolfe revisioned Las
Vegas as the Versailles of America because
Las Vegas happened to be created after the war,
with war money, by gangsters.
Gangsters happened
to be the first uneducated . . . but more to the
point, unaristocratic, outside of the aristocratic
tradition . . . the first uneducated, prole-pettyburgher Americans to have enough money to build a
monument to their style of life. [ . . . ] The
important thing about the building of Las Vegas is
not that the builders were gangsters but that they
were proles.
They celebrated, very early, the new
style of life of America — using the money piped
in by the war to show a prole vision . . .
Glamour! . . . of style.
(KK - vii-viii)
Wolfe's early career was devoted to interviewing and writing
about little known groups whose styles became their
trademark, as Wolfe's own style in writing singled him out
from other writers.

Wolfe wrote about these groups until

his attention was caught by the society in New York City and
he realized that he did not have to leave the city in order
to find counterculture groups.

Everything happened in New

York.
Wolfe wrote mainly for New York, the Sunday magazine
which hired him to write feature stories about the city.
His search for material began his love affair New York and
pretty soon it became his favorite topic.

He detected in

the High Society of New York the opposite of what Veblen had
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seen happening in his time.

Wolfe saw that instead of the

poor imitating the rich, the High Society started imitating
the lower class, a movement that became known as "pop.”
Once it was power that created high style.
But
now high styles come from low places, from people
who have no power, who slink away from it, in
fact, who are marginal, who carve out worlds for
themselves in the nether depths, in tainted
/undergrounds'. . . . And now the Other Society
goes to them for styles, like the decadenti of
another age going down to the wharves in Rio to
find those raw-vital devils, damn their potent
hides, those proles, doing the tango.
Yes! Oh my
God, those raw-vital proles (KK - 213)29
In Wolfe's view, the phenomenon of "pop" accounted for the
excesses of the 60s —

the Pop Society or New Society, the

"underground" becomes chic.

He described some of these

excesses in "Radical Chic,"30 which first came out in New
York magazine in June 1970.

Wolfe uses the pretext of

describing a party given by Leonard and Felicia Bernstein to
raise funds for the Black Panthers to show how society in
New York functioned. To Wolfe, this was a strange
circumstance: the revolutionaries of the black underclass
sharing wine and cheese in a New York Park Avenue apartment
with the city's liberal cultural elite.

The irony of this

party was that the very people whom the Panthers would
readily oust from power were the ones raising funds for
them.

Throughout this story, Wolfe takes the reader on a

29 Dr. Tom Wolfe must have been thinking of Argentina when he
refers to the Tango.
Brazil is famous for the Samba.
30 Tom Wolfe, Radical Chic & Mau-Mauinq the Flak Catchers (New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970).
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panoramic trip of New York's High Society from the early
1880s to the time of the Bernsteins.
In this "trip” Wolfe narrates briefly but effectively
the changes that occurred in New York society since the
1800s.

In this concise history he shows that there has

always been an Old and a New Society, and at different times
these New Societies have been represented by the
Protestants,

later by Catholics, then by Jews, and for a

short time by the Irish.

Wolfe also demonstrates that up to

this date the Old Society is largely formed by the
Protestants who rule finance and corporate law, but that the
so-called minority groups form the New Society.

He points

out that while the Protestants still played their role in
New York Society, the Jews were the most prominent because
they now dominated show business, advertising, public
relations, the arts, journalism, and the new money.

The

Protestants still had prestige and tradition, but money had
changed hands and now belonged to the Jews.

For Wolfe the

Jews constituted a curious segment of the New Society.

On

the one hand, they were the most affluent group; on the
other, they retained the liberal, even left-wing, political
beliefs forged during their years as immigrant poor.

The

New Society is also looking for styles to symbolize itself.
Wolfe shows the paradox that the Jews, the most affluent of
the New Society, and known for having the greater number of
servants, still have a tendency to support the left-wing
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political parties —

they had right-wing life-styles and

left-wing outlooks on life.
Wolfe noted that for the New Society money motivated
those who had it to make temples of culture, in order to
imitate European aristocracy.

So it happened that the

Vanderbilts, Rockefellers, Hungtingtons and Goulds built the
Metropolitan Opera House
for the simple reason that New York's prevailing
temple of Culture, the Academy of Music, built
just twenty-nine years before . . . had only
eighteen fashionable proscenium boxes and they
were monopolized by families like the Lorillards,
Traverses, Belmonts, Stebbinses, Gandys, and
Barlows (RCMMFC - 34).”
All the historical background given in this article is like
a big parenthesis opened in the main story, which was the
Bernstein's party for the Black Panthers.

Wolfe contrasts

the upper class in New York with the lower class.
One rule is that nostalgie de la boue — i.e., the
styles of romantic, raw-vital, Low Rent primitives
— are good; and middle class, whether black or
white, is bad. Therefore, Radical Chic invariably
favors radicals who seem primitive, exotic, and
romantic, such as the grape workers, who are not
merely radical and "of the soil" but also Latin;
the Panthers, with their leather pieces, Afros,
shades, and shoot-outs; and the Red Indians, who,
of course, had always seemed primitive, exotic and
romantic.
At the outset, at least, all three
groups had something also to recommend them, as
well: they were headquartered three thousand miles
away from the East Side of Manhattan. . . . They
weren't likely to become too much. . . underfoot
as it were (RCMMFC - 42).
In this view, the upper class drew on the lower class for
its "radicalism" and rejected the conventional, or the
middle class.

Style was what counted.

However, Wolfe
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writes that the Bernsteins were attacked by the conservative
media for having held a cocktail party for the Panthers, at
the time under siege from the FBI and indicted in a trial in
New Haven.

These attacks troubled the Bernsteins to the

extent that they recast what happened at their house as a
meeting, not a party.

Later, they made sure that their name

was completely dissociated from the Panthers.

In Wolfe's

telling, the Bernsteins represented a New Society, dominant
in the arts and culture, and intent on asserting their place
in New York's sun.

Like newcomers before them, they had to

create their own forms of display, when they were excluded
by those in the old centers of power.

Holding liberal views

of the world, but enjoying the wealth that enabled them to
live an upper-class style, Leonard and Felicia Bernstein
could put themselves forward as aristocrats with conscience,
patrons to the underclass.

But the Bernsteins were not

ready for the attack from the press.

More than to defend

the Panthers or an idea, the Bernsteins, in Wolfe's view,
were interested in keeping themselves safe in their position
as members of a conservative upper class.
preserve their status.
only concern, however.

They wanted to

The upper classes were not Wolfe's
He was also interested in those

movements that in some way made the news and through their
unique style were able to influence society.

In the article

"Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers," in Radical Chic & Mau-Mauing
the Flak Catchers. Wolfe looks at style of "romantic, raw-
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vital, Low Rent primitives"

(RCMMFC - 42).

These are the

minorities composed of Blacks, Chicanos, Latinos, Chinese,
Japanese, Filipinos, American Indians, Samoans —
whom were circling around the poverty programs.

all of
In this

article Wolfe invokes Veblen: "sixty years ago Thorstein
Veblen wrote that at the very bottom of the class system,
down below the 'working class' and the 'honest poor,' there
was a 'spurious aristocracy,' a leisure class of bottom dogs
devoted to luxury and aristocratic poses"

(RCMMFC - 130).

"Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers" describes how
minorities, especially the Blacks, were able to intimidate
white bureaucrats by demonstrating (even though falsely)
their unity.

This Black minority was followed by other

minorities who did their best to imitate them.

These non

black minorities were only feared once they learned how to
dress, talk, and behave like a Black man of the ghetto, or
in Wolfe's line of thought, they adopted their style.

These

blacks made themselves heard because they appointed
themselves spokesmen for their people.

They used angry

rhetoric to intimidate the whites, and it worked.
on the white man's guilt.

They bet

In Wolfe's view because these

inflamed black leaders could manipulate style so effectively
through their pose of angry militants they succeeded in
ripping off the white power structure.

The intimidation of

the white man became known as "mau-mauing."

Mau-mauing, or

style alone made access to power, to wealth, and to style
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itself possible.

Style makes money.

Wolfe's stories reveal a social dynamic in America.

In

this dynamic, groups throughout the social order compete for
status and wealth.

Style is the root of this competition,

in which the groups able to display a unique style find
their place under the sun.

However, Wolfe does not see the

American people as petty hustlers of money and prestige.

He

sees a redeeming factor which he calls the "right stuff,"
and this is what makes America unique.

In Wolfe's view, the

"right stuff" is the quality that only Americans have and
that they can reclaim even in an affluent age.

Instead of

corrupting the American character, wealth was used to make
it more obvious.

The essential and redeeming traits, often

demonstrated in physical prowess, were still present.
Physical prowess is a constant in Wolfe's stories.

The

Right Stuff is an ode to physical ability and so are his
most famous essays, like "The Last American Hero," "Las
Vegas (What?) Las Vegas (Can't Hear You! Too Noisy) Las
Vegas!!!",

"Clear Fun in Riverhead," and many others.

Wolfe

sees the ability to think with the body, especially the
fists, as an essential trait of the American male character.
In these works Wolfe defines what the "right stuff" means: a
boldness, something almost heroic, a courage, a recklessness
of spirit that inspires great feats of physical endurance.
Test plane pilots and astronauts in The Right Stuff either
had it or not:
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A young man might go into military flight training
believing that he was entering some sort of
technical school in which he was simply going to
acquire a certain set of skills.
Instead, he
found himself all at once enclosed in a
fraternity.
And in this fraternity, even though
it was military, men were not rated by their
outward rank as ensigns, lieutenants, commanders,
or whatever.
No, herein the world was divided
into those who had it and those who did not. This
quality, this it, was never named however, nor was
it talked about in any way. . . . A career in
flying was like climbing one of those ancient
Babylonian pyramids made up of a dizzy progression
of steps and ledges, a ziggurat, a pyramid
extraordinarily high and steep; and the idea was
to prove at every foot of the way up that pyramid
that you were one of the elected and anointed ones
who had the right stuff and could move higher and
higher and even — ultimately, God willing, one
day — that you might be able to join that special
few at the very top, that elite who had the
capacity to bring tears to men's eyes, the very
Brotherhood of the Right Stuff itself. (RS - 1819)
The right stuff was not a quality one could acquire.

It was

inherent to the (American) man's character.
In "The Last American Hero"31 Tom Wolfe tries to define
what it takes to be a Stock Car driver.
nerve, guts, and taking risks.
become an American hero?

He mentions raw

Why then did Junior Johnson

Wolfe suggests that it was because

he did not take risks that would be fatal, but was able to
know exactly when the risks he took could mean death, and
managed to stay on the edge of "the envelope" at all times.
He also had raw nerves and guts.
In the article "Las Vegas (What?)" from the same book,
The Kandv-Kolored Tancrerine-Flake Streamline Baby. Wolfe
31 Tom Wolfe, The Kandv-Kolored Tanqerine-Flake Streamline Baby
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describes a conversation he had with a psychiatrist among
whose clients were local call girls.

The doctor says:

After I came here and began doing personal
studies, I recognized extreme aggressiveness
continually.
It's not merely what Las Vegas can
do to a person, it's the type of person it
attracts.
Gambling is a very aggressive pastime,
and Las Vegas attracts aggressive people. They
have an amazing capacity to louse up a normal
situation. . . .And yet the same aggressive types
are necessary to build a frontier town, and Las
Vegas is a frontier town, certainly by a
psychological standard.
They will undertake
anything and they'll accomplish it. The building
here has been incredible.
They don't seem to care
what they're up against, so they do it (KK - 2 627) .
In other words, what went on in Las Vegas was the same thing
that went on in the old western towns made famous in
traditional western movies.

Again Wolfe makes clear that

there was a special character trait that was necessary for
such an enterprise.

He adds the quest for conquering and

taming the unknown to the right stuff.
In yet another book, The Pump House Gang32, in the
article of the same name about surfers, Wolfe refers to the
same theme: something beyond courage and boldness.

Even

though these characteristics take different names in
different stories, they are always present.

In "The Pump

House Gang" when Wolfe refers to Phil Edwards, he says that
He may be an old guy, he is 28 years old, but he
and Bruce Brown, who is even older, 30, and John
Severson, 32, and Hobie Alter, 29, never haired
out to the square world even though they make
32 Tom Wolfe,
1968) .

The Pump House Gang

(New York:

Bantam Books,
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thousands.
Hair refers to courage. A guy who 'has
a lot of hair' is courageous; a guy who 'hairs
out' is yellow (26).
The Pump House

Gang were not rebels (see p.9).

"right stuff."

They had the

In "The Mild Ones" in The Pump House Gang.

when Wolfe refers to motorcycle racing, he refers to
"courage —

raw nerve —

it seemed like [this] priestly

passion for the motorcycle, for speed, made it so [the
racer] would do practically anything to get speed out of a
motorcycle (92)."
In "The truest Sport," published in Mauve Gloves &
Madmen. Clutter & Vine33 in 1976, Wolfe says that
flying was not a craft but a fraternity . . . but
why? And
why was it so obsessive? Ahhhh — we
don't talk about that!
Nevertheless, the
explanation was:
flying required not merely
talent but one of the grandest gambles of manhood.
Flying, particularly in the military, involved an
abnormal risk of death at every stage . . . Within
the fraternity of men who did this sort of thing
day in and day out — within the flying
fraternity, that is — mankind appeared to be
sheerly divided into those who have it and those
who don't — although just what it was . . . was
never explained.
Moreover, the very subject was
taboo.
It somehow seemed to be the transcendent
solution to the binary problem of Death/Glory, but
since not even the terminology could be uttered,
speculating on the answer became doubly taboo (4546) .
Not only does the theme of courage/boldness occur over and
over again, but it is always associated with manhood and as
a means to obtain status.

In fact the right stuff

characterizes not males, but machos.

In most of the

33 Tom Wolfe, Mauve Gloves & Madmen. Clutter & Vine (New York:
Bantam Books, 1976).
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activities described — car racing, motorcycle racing,
surfing, those pertinent to young people —

money plays an

important role in making such activities or even lifestyles
possible.

To these young people, lifestyles were hobbies,

the way by which they displayed their youth.
came from other sources.

Their income

The pilots and astronauts,

however, made their "right stuff” the source of their
income.

They, and Wolfe, were professional daredevils.

They dared with their vehicles and Wolfe dared with his
style.

Money became a consequence of their unique style.

The primary characteristic that a pilot had to have was the
"right stuff."

"The right stuff" alone was able to

attribute status and respectability to those who had it.
Wolfe treated the "right stuff" as a style itself, and he
had it.
Wolfe did not see the "right stuff" in opposition to
wealth.

He sees them, rather, as additive factors.

To him

Americans could use their money to display their uniqueness,
their toughness.

Wolfe thought that John F. Kennedy was

only partially correct when the former President said that
the very abundance which our dynamism has created
has weaned and wooed us from the tough condition
in which, heretofore, we have approached whatever
it is we have had to do. A man who has extra fat
will look doubtfully on attempting the four-minute
mile; a nation replete with goods and services,
confident that there's "more where that came
from," may feel less ardor for questing.34
34 Quoted by Rupert Wilkinson in The Pursuit of the American
Character. (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988).
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In John F. Kennedy's words, there is no room for compromise.
The American has become a complacent individual who has
learned to rely on others for his welfare.

The extra fat

that men have, in Kennedy's opinion, is money in abundance.
The American man35 became accustomed to an easy life.

The

toughness of the settlers and the frontiersmen have long
been forgotten.

Wolfe attempts to show in his work that the

abundance that Americans became accustomed to was not enough
to erase the toughness of their ancestors:

they used the

money to "build monuments to themselves."
These monuments that Wolfe's characters built to
themselves were monuments to physical bravery rather than
intellectual achievement.
the car customizers.

This is true, for instance, for

They were people who could do

something else with their money, but instead chose to use it
in order to build monuments to their own art and thus were
seen always as being at the edge of society.

The astronauts

had no money, but could easily compensate for that by
defying death and staying alive.

They had the right stuff.

For Wolfe, the pioneering astronauts —
undertook the Mercury flights —
of a New Frontier.
alive.

the test pilots who

were the appropriate heroes

The hot rod car racers also could stay

They were at the edge of life —

faced danger, but

knew exactly what the limits of their daring could go, and
35 I use the masculine here and in other parts of the paper on
purpose, since for Kennedy and for Wolfe, women were limited to the
domestic sphere.
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managed to stay alive.

Wolfe became these "New

Frontiersmen's” chronicler.
Wolfe is obsessed with the forms of status and control
in society.

He chronicles styles of life —

not of the

upper classes only, but mainly of middle class rebels who
used easy access to money in order to make "monuments to
themselves."

These groups were perceived by the bourgeoisie

as counter-culture groups.

Wolfe unveiled the mystery

behind these groups for his audience.

To achieve this

demystification, Wolfe showed conservative audiences the
flaws in these movements which would inevitably cause them
to fail, and therefore they need not be feared.

The middle

class values regarding family and social hierarchy always
prevailed.

They took different forms, but their values were

always the same.
Wolfe's most extensive study of a counterculture
group was The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test36.

This book was

published in 1968, during the time student unrest and
protest reached a peak.

In this book, Wolfe describes a

community of hippies, in California led by Ken Kesey, the
author of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest and Sometimes a
Great Notion.

Wolfe portrays Kesey as the unquestioned

leader of the hippie community called the Merry Pranksters.
The Pranksters have two terms for referring to
Kesey.
If it is some mundane matter they're
36 Tom Wolfe,
Books, 1968).

The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

(Boston: Bantam
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talking about, it's just Kesey. [. . .] But if
they are talking about Kesey as the leader or
teacher of the whole group, he becomes the Chief"
(EKAT - 16).
Kesey believed that it was possible to live a life
completely free of rule, where everyone could do "his own
thing."

This freedom became the basis for the Merry

Prankster's commune.

Kesey usually held meetings with his

group, which he called briefings.

In one of these briefings

he said that "everybody is going to be what they are, and
whatever they are, there's not going to be anything to
apologize about.

What we are, we're going to wail with on

this whole trip" (EKAT - 65).

Being "what they were" meant

that they rejected all rules they had been brought up with.
The Merry Pranksters rejected the basic middle-class values
of family, money, and power.
However, from the outset, the rule of nonrule was
broken when Kesey exercised his power as leader.

Wolfe

could relate Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters to the Beat
Generation that had come before them and not accept the
hippie movement in isolation.

Moreover, he could interpret

what was happening and predict the inevitable failure of the
movement in spite of the sympathy he felt toward the
Pranksters and Ken Kesey.

Wolfe saw that to "be what [they]

were" the Pranksters re-enacted the same middle class values
they were against.

They in effect embodied the principles

of the middle-class mainstream "straight" people they
rejected.

The difference was in their style of life.
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The story of the person or persons Tom Wolfe is writing
about is only important to the extent that it represents a
cultural point of view.

In The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

"Wolfe views Kesey as an embodiment of the American drive to
attain perfect freedom and oneness with experience.1,37
Wolfe, while writing the story of a person, is also writing
a story of a time and interpreting it in light of his own
knowledge and opinions, so what he writes transcends the
individual's story to chronicle a time.
Wolfe writes in The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test a
chronicle of failure.

The Pranksters themselves admit their

failure at the end of the story: "WE BLEW IT"(EKAT - 369)!
Both the group and Ken Kesey fail.

All of the ideas Kesey

set out to experience do not work because he embodied all
the principles he was against.
had power.

He worked, had a family, and

He could not fight against himself.

Meticulously, Wolfe showed that though the group thought
their ideas were new, they could not escape what
middle-class society of the time dictated.

Tom Wolfe does

not see society changing through radical movements.

He sees

middle class morality prevailing in every new experiment.
Wolfe's own work mirrored his subjects.

He portrayed

groups who made style their form of self advertisement, but
were not different from mainstream America in ideas.

While

37 John Heilman,
Fables of Fact:
The New Journalism as New
Fiction
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1981), 104
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portraying these unconventional groups, Wolfe has the
quality of a chameleon.38 He can speak in their voice and
in his own.

He has the unusual ability to sympathize and at

the same time to be skeptical about his subjects.

It is

common, therefore, to see two conflicting opinions in
Wolfe's writings.

Wolfe used an exorbitant style to mask

conservative ideas in which the old order of things
prevailed.

Like a chameleon Wolfe could change colors to

simulate his subjects, but he was still a chameleon.

The

visible aspect of Wolfe's style changed, but he was still
his old self and the "file" put together at Yale in the
fifties still framed his work.

The essence did not change.

38 Tom Wolfe was once called a chameleon by a critic, who meant
it negatively. He took it as a compliment, however. He said that
was exactly what he wanted to be — one able to be in any circle,
behave like the majority and be as little noted as possible (an
impossibility in his white suit) so that he could do his research.

CHAPTER IV
BONFIRE: A COLLAGE OF VANITIES

Published in 1987, Wolfe's latest book, The Bonfire of
the Vanities39, summarizes Wolfe's outlook on American life
and represents the epitome of his ideas.

In one long story

Wolfe condenses all the topics he has dealt with in his
previous writings, and he does so in his singular personal
narrative style.

If a distinction has to be made, The

Bonfire of the Vanities is a work of fiction; however, there
is very little difference between it and non-fiction.
In The Bonfire of the Vanities Tom Wolfe describes the
incredible decadence of a successful New York bonds salesman
who, like himself, is a Wasp from the South (Tennessee) and
a Yale graduate.

Sherman McCoy, the protagonist,

is

involved in a hit-and-run accident in New York's Bronx area
in which a black youth was injured.

Although accused of the

crime, it was not McCoy who was driving his black Mercedes
at the time, but Maria Ruskin, his mistress.

Urged by his

conscience, McCoy wants to report the accident to the police
immediately after it happened.

However, Maria Ruskin

39 Tom Wolfe, The Bonfire of the Vanities
Books, 1987).
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convinces him that it is not in their best interest to get
all the publicity that two socialites involved in an
accident in the Bronx would doubtless receive.

The logic of

the argument and her assurance that in the unlikely event of
a trial she would testify that she was driving the car
persuaded him.

"Whatever happened, he was morally correct.

(Nothing to fear from God)"
catch him.

(Bonfire - 235).

But the police

And since the black sports Mercedes was his

property, McCoy is indicted as responsible for injuring
Henry Lamb, the black youth, who later dies as a consequence
of the accident.
Despite her promises, Mrs. Ruskin never comes forward
to testify in McCoy's favor.

In court she admits she was

with McCoy in his car at the time of the accident, but
twists the facts and denies she was driving.

In her account

of the accident to the court she says that she wanted McCoy
to report the accident immediately but he refused to.
Because of her false testimony, McCoy is prosecuted as if he
alone were guilty of killing the black boy.

McCoy's trial

becomes more than a trial of a common man involved in an
accident, however.

Since it involves a wealthy white Wall

Street broker and a poor black student, it carries social
and racial overtones.

These highly charged issues attract

publicity that the ones who hold political offices are ready
to use for their own advancement.

The parties involved in

the trial interpret the law to suit their particular
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political or personal needs.

The publicity and notoriety of

the case make it perfect for their schemes.
The Bonfire of the Vanities portrays the Old and the
New Society of New York and the minorities living there,
each ready to use any chance for seIf-advancement.

Wolfe

uses McCoy's accident to force a collision of characters
symbolizing the most varied backgrounds and social
positions.

His characters range from the traditional New

York society dominated by white, educated, wealthy
Protestants, to the poor black population in the Bronx.
Through McCoy's case, Wolfe takes the readers to the Bronx
criminal courthouse, to a Wall Street trading room, to the
British-owned tabloid The City Light, and to many social
parties.

In this tour the readers meet the local political

left and the West side Jewish liberal middle class.

Wolfe's

characters in this book gain importance to the extent that
they represent each social segment of the city, not as
complete people in themselves.
In the upper strata of society we find the prototypical
traditional WASP, Sherman McCoy's father.

He is a

prestigious retired lawyer known as "the Lion of Dunning
Sponget."

Sherman McCoy does not identify with his father's

conservative principles, but is unable to shake the sense of
morality transmitted to him.

McCoy's father, in turn,

cannot overcome his feeling of rejection by the fact that
his son did not study law.

The Lion also resented McCoy's
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marriage to a middle-class woman, daughter of a midwest
history professor and not "a rich girl from a good family"
(Bonfire - 27).

McCoy and his wife live in a sumptuous

fourteen-room duplex apartment on Park Avenue and love
displaying their wealth.

In the most Veblenesque style,

McCoy was a slave to appearances.
Master of the Universe.

He saw himself as the

The only problem with the Universe

McCoy mastered was that it was a universe the size of a
bubble.

He knew how to behave at a party, and who to be

around socially, but knew nothing of real life, or what
Wolfe called the "jungle."

The jungle was out there ready

to devour McCoy, which it finally did.
burst his bubble.

McCoy's accident

Now instead of floating on top of the

world in the fiftieth floor of Pierce & Pierce, the Wall
Street firm he worked for, McCoy landed in the underground
world of the Bronx with all its corruption and intrigues.
The world McCoy unwillingly became acquainted with was
full of complicated machinations where the law of the jungle
prevailed.

The smartest triumphed.

It was here that the

young black man Maria Ruskin hit lived.

According to Maria

Ruskin, there are two kinds of jungle: Wall Street, the one
McCoy is used to, and the other jungle —

the Bronx.

She

lectures:
You know what's in that jungle? People who are
all the time crossing back and forth, back and
forth, from this side of the law to the other
side, from this side to the other side.
You don't
know what that's like.
You had a good upbringing.
Laws weren't any kind of a threat to you.
They
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were your laws, Sherman, people like you and your
family's. [ . . . ] And let me tell you something
else.
Right there on the line everybody's an
animal — the police, the judges, the criminals,
everybody. (Bonfire - 275)
Maria's speech functions as a warning to McCoy.

He later

discovers the meaning of these words when forced to survive
in the world of the police, the judges, and the criminals of
that "other” jungle.
Reverend Bacon, a black leader of the community, takes
it upon himself to insure that justice, as he sees it,
prevails.

In an interview, Wolfe describes Bacon as a

"grotesque caricature of a black activist, grotesque or
worse"

(Harper's - 54).40

Bacon's shrewdness allows him to

see beyond the white man's humanitarian motives for helping
the blacks in the Bronx.

Like the characters in "Mau-Mauing

the Flak Catchers," Bacon sees white guilt as the real
motive, and capitalizes on that to promote himself.

For

example, Bacon has no scruples in using donations made by an
Episcopalian Diocese for a day-care center to make
improvements in his own house.

When the lawyers of the

Diocese question Bacon about the money, he says that he is
using it to "control the steam."

He says to the white

lawyers:
But the time is coming when you will say: 'Thank
God. Thank God! Thank God we entered the money on
the books Reverend Bacon's way!' Because I'm the
40 Tom Wolfe, "Stalking the Billion-Footed Beast: A literary
manifesto for the new social novel" Harper's Magazine (November,
1989) .
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conservative, whether you know it or not.
You
don't know who's out there on those wild and
hungry streets.
I am your prudent broker on
Judgment Day. Harlem, the Bronx, and Brooklyn,
they're gonna blow, my friend, and on that day,
how grateful you will be for your prudent broker
. . . your prudent broker . . . who can control
the steam. (Bonfire - 158)
Bacon's rhetoric convinces the men that the $350,000 were
not an investment in a day-care center.

Bacon proved to

them that it was an effort to tranquilize the angry
population of the ghetto —

even if the only representative

of the population to be "tranquilized" was Bacon himself.
Bacon fuels the white fear about a world they do not know
and presents himself as the liaison between blacks and
whites.

The white lawyers who are threatening Bacon with an

audit leave with a sense of having been cheated.

However,

these lawyers stand impotent before Bacon's oratory.
Bacon's rhetoric transforms a hit-and-run accident into
a social crime with racial overtones.

He describes the

accident to the assistant D.A., Lawrence Kramer, and two
detectives as the destruction of a person who was the hope
of a widowed mother.
Henry Lamb is not a prominent citizen, and he's
not the son of a prominent citizen, but he's a
fine young man all the same . . . see . . .
He's
about to graduate from high school.
He didn't
drop out. [ . . . ] Now, let's turn this thing
around for a minute.
Suppose Henry Lamb was a
young white man and he lived on Park Avenue, and
he was about to go to Yale, and he was struck down
on Park Avenue by a black man and a black woman in
a . . . a . . . Pontiac Firebird instead of a
Mercedes . . . see . . . [ . . . ] Instead of
talking about problems, you'd be turning that
information inside out and counting the stitches.
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(Bonfire - 206)
Bacon's reasoning leaves the men with no choice but to try
to make a case out of the accident, despite the lack of
information.
Bacon's argumentation makes the public prosecutor at
the Bronx District Attorney's office dream high.

Lawrence

Kramer, a graduate of the Columbia Law School, is a liberal
Jew who lives on the Upper West Side.

He lives in a small

apartment with his wife and newborn son, and dreams of
glory.
[ . . . ] [Kramer] made up his mind.
He was going
to do something — something startling, something
rash, something desperate, whatever it took.
He
was going to break out of here. He was going to
rise up from this muck. He was going to light up
the sky, seize the Life for himself —
(Bonfire 48)
McCoy's is the kind of case Kramer has dreamed about for
years.

He is not willing to let his chance of self

promotion slip through his fingers.

Kramer's immediate

ambition is making a mistress of a female juror in an
unrelated case.

He dreams of a life of luxury, an escape

from his middle-class existence.

Kramer sees in the

popularity the case will grant him, a chance for a job that
will pay him more than the $36,000 a year he now makes.

The

world Kramer aspires to is the world where McCoy comes from.
Because McCoy's is not a white collar crime, he has to
find a lawyer who is familiar with the courts in the Bronx.
He hires Thomas Killian, an Irish Yale Law School graduate.
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Killian is a criminal lawyer and charges dearly for his
services. Because of his good education and acquaintance
with the lower levels of the legal system, Killian can
anticipate all the social and racial implications that a
case involving a $1,000,000-a-year socialite and a black
young man from the housing projects in the Bronx can bring.
Killian makes no secret that money is what moves the world
and uses it generously to have things his way.

Killian sees

McCoy's case as the opportunity for easy money and personal
promotion.
To Abe Weiss, the Bronx District Attorney, McCoy's
accident was good luck.

It was his chance for reelection.

His obsession for publicity was notorious among his fellow
D.A.s.
Weiss had made sure the entire city knew his name.
Weiss had an election coming up, and the Bronx was
70 percent black and Latin, and he was going to
make sure the name Abe Weiss was pumped out to
them on every channel that existed. (Bonfire 110 )
Weiss, too, had much to gain from McCoy's case.

He had the

perfect fish in his net, what he called the "great white
defendant."

Nothing would please the black and Latin

population of the Bronx more (and give him more votes) than
the conviction of a WASP.
McCoy.

Weiss was determined to convict

This would send the message to the entire minority

population that "Captain Ahab," as he was known at the
District, was above corruption.

However, to achieve such a

purpose, Weiss suppressed evidence that would otherwise not
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even take McCoy to court.
This whole plot would not have been possible if it were
not for the cooperation of a journalist.

Peter Fallow

worked for The City Light

owned by Sir Gerald Steiner.

job at this British-owned

tabloid was in danger due to his

heavy drinking.

His

Fallow was British, like the owner of the

tabloid, and had come to the United States "to make his
fortune in the fat white-meat New World"

(Bonfire - 175). A

lawyer who became rich defending cases for minorities
contacted Fallow to write the story.
worked together with Bacon.

Vogel, this lawyer,

He was the one who gave Fallow

the first news about the accident.

Fallow was in no

position to reject being a part of the scheme that Bacon and
Vogel had plotted, although he felt a little uncomfortable
with it.
Fallow resented these reminders of Bacon's
proprietary interest in the story.
Like most
journalists who have been handed a story, Fallow
was eager to persuade himself that he had
discovered and breathed life into this clay
himself.
(Bonfire - 405)
Later Vogel again reminds Fallow that he was writing Bacon's
story.

Vogel tells him that

I think it's time to come down hard on the
hospital And this is a good time to do it. The
story has died down a little bit, because the cops
haven't found the car and the driver. [ . . . ]
Well, now, Pete, I wanna be completely open with
you.
Bacon has already been in touch with Channel
1 about this angle, but you've been our — our
main man, as the saying goes, and we'd like to see
you stay out in the lead on this story. (Bonfire 406)
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Bacon is a genius at manipulating the press, so he "writes”
Lamb's story the way that suits his purposes best.
Fallow, in turn, embellishes the story of the accident and
his coverage of those involved in the accident so that he
can benefit from it too.

At the end, besides a promotion at

the City Light, Fallow receives a Pulitzer Prize.

As a

further reward, Fallow also marries Sir Gerald Steiner's
daughter.
Everyone gains in McCoy's case.

The D.A. is reelected,

Killian buys a home in the fashionable North Shore community
of Lattingtown, and Kramer has the mistress and the
popularity he wanted.

Bacon gets richer and richer and

continues to "control the steam" in the Bronx.
loses.

Only McCoy

At the end of the book we find him separated from

his wife, poor, and entangled with legal charges.

Formerly

the owner of a Park Avenue apartment, McCoy now rents two
rooms in a "postwar high-rise building on East 34th Street
near First Avenue"

(Bonfire - 688).

Wolfe displays no sympathy for McCoy in the beginning
of the book.

He shows McCoy as one who is satisfied with

what he has.

His life is reduced to making money and

displaying it.

McCoy has no style of his own.

His style is

only to imitate other people at social gatherings.
reduced to a robot programmed by others.

Everything he did

was what everyone else in his social position did.
still not "the real McCoy."

He is

He was a

He is a fake, an empty cipher
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for phony values.

His life is devoted to appearances,

notably, the conspicuous display of wealth and the exercise
of financial power through the manipulation of distant,
unseen values.

Only when McCoy confronts the hardship of

life in the courts and later in the "pens" does he become a
man whom Wolfe respects.
In the beginning of the novel, McCoy thought that he
could do whatever it took to "make it" in the great jungle
of New York where the dangers were the Blacks, Irish, Jews,
and Latinos.

Sherman McCoy, an authentic WASP, could defeat

them all: he had the right stuff.
Tonight, with nothing but his hands, and his nerve
he had fought the elemental enemy, the hunter, the
predator, and he had prevailed.
He had fought his
way out of an ambush on the nightmare terrain, and
he had prevailed.
He had saved a woman.
The time
had come to act like a man, and he had acted and
prevailed.
He was not merely a Master of the
Universe; he was more; he was a man. (Bonfire 102)
However, he was helpless when he had to defend himself in
this world he claimed to master.

It is only when McCoy

shows something beyond his manhood, an animal instinct
almost, that Wolfe respects McCoy.

He respects him because

underneath his Wall Street "fat" he has the muscles it takes
for the "right stuff."

McCoy breaks away from the

impositions of Manhattan's upper class world to which he
belonged and shows he is a man by defending himself and not
giving up his right to prove his innocence before the whole
society.

Fear, so common to McCoy before he realized that
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he had it in him to defend himself, gave way to confidence
when he realized that what counted was courage.
now "the real McCoy."

Sherman is

McCoy refers to himself when he talks

to Killian saying:
You know the way they can take a dog, a house pet,
like a police dog that's been fed and pampered all
its life, and train it to be a vicious watchdog?
[ . . . ] They don't alter that dog's personality
with dog biscuits or pills.
They chain it up, and
they beat it, and they bait it, and they taunt it,
and they beat it some more, until it turns and
bares its fangs and is ready for the final fight
every time it hears a sound. [ . . . ] Well, in
that situation, dogs are smarter than humans.
The
dog doesn't cling to the notion that he's a
fabulous house pet in some terrific dog show, the
way the man does.
The dog gets the idea.
The dog
knows when it's time to turn into an animal and
fight. (Bonfire - 653)
In Wolfe's view, had McCoy known earlier "when it [was] time
to turn into an animal and fight," he might have been saved
from all the complications of the legal process.
In his journalistic writings, Wolfe employed four
narrative devices borrowed from novelistic techniques:
scene-by-scene construction, extensive dialogue, third
person point of view and recording of status-life.

The

purpose of these devices was to make his journalism "read
like a novel."

The Bonfire of the Vanities is a novel, so

it would be meaningless to single these devices in it.
However, the style Wolfe developed in journalism is present
as his trademark in The Bonfire of the Vanities.

Wolfe's

obsession with status and its evidence permeates the novel.
This morning [Sherman] was a serious individual,
representing Park Avenue and Wall Street.
He wore
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a blue-gray nailhead worsted suit, custom-tailored
in England for $1,800, two-button, singlebreasted, with ordinary notched lapels.
On Wall
Street double-breasted suits and peaked lapels
were considered a bit sharp, a bit too Garment
District.
His thick brown hair was combed
straight back. He squared his shoulders and
carried his long nose and wonderful chin up high.
(Bonfire - 50)
These detailed descriptions are meant to give readers the
idea of the sphere the characters inhabited.

Wolfe's

audience, however, is as out of touch with McCoy's status as
he is out of touch with the outside of his fiftieth floor
office in Wall Street.

The endless descriptions add to the

suspense in the story.

When

something is about to happen,

Wolfe stops the narrative and describes the scenes,
characters' clothing, and gives a short history of the
architecture of the city.
Wolfe also pays close attention to the speech of his
characters and tries to transcribe the dialogues as
faithfully as he can, using not only the vocabulary of his
characters, but also their accent.

One instance of this

phonetic transcription of speech is Maria Ruskin's
conversation with Killian over the telephone.

She is from

South Carolina, so Wolfe transcribes her speech as
'Mistuh Killyun, muh nim is Muhreeuh Ruskin.
Uhm a
frin ovuh client uh yuhs, Mistuh Shuhmun McCoy.'
(Bonfire - 617)
This passage is one of the few where Wolfe does not
"translate” what was said.

More commonly Wolfe intrudes and

"helps" his readers understand the dialect.
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'Sherman?' It came out Shuhhh-mun.
Sherman was
reassured.
That was Maria, all-right.
She had
the variety of Southern accent in which half the
vowels are pronounced like u's and the other half
like short i's.
Birds were buds, pens were pins,
bombs were bums, and envelopes were invilups.
(Bonfire - 18)
The problem with the phonetic transcriptions is that every
time a person with a different accent from the standard
speaks, Wolfe gives both transcriptions.
These techniques lead to the same effect as those
employed in journalistic writings.

They form a visible and

audible picture in the readers' minds, thus involving them
in the narrative.

However, Wolfe is too conscious about

style and in such a long book as is The Bonfire of the
Vanities —

690 pages —

these devices, rather than hold the

readers' attention, serve as distractions.

The reader is

tempted to turn a few pages to catch up on the action.
The narrative alone, however, is not enough to "grab
the readers by the lapels," as Wolfe said in The New
Journalism.

He resorts also to themes he already exploited

in previous books and articles.

The story begins with the

evidence of wealth and its display.

The plot is a

confirmation of Veblen's theory of conspicuous display and
of spurious aristocracy.

McCoy was an unquestioned member

of the leisure class. However, his counterpart, Reverend
Bacon, was the representative of what Veblen calls the
"leisure class of bottom dogs devoted to luxury and
aristocratic poses"

(RCMMFK - 130). This is Wolfe's
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description of Reverend Bacon:
A door opened, and a tall black man entered the
room, looking like ten million dollars.
He wore a
black suit, tailored in a way that brought out the
width of his shoulders and the trimness of his
waist.
The jacket had a two-button roll that
revealed a gorgeous acre of white shirtfront.
The
starched collar was immaculate against the man's
dark skin. He wore a white necktie with a black
crisscross pattern, the sort of necktie that Anwar
Sadat used to wear. (Bonfire - 198)
The difference between this description and the one of
Sherman McCoy cited above is that McCoy's clothes still had
their price tags on.

As with his journalism, Wolfe in this

novel spends significantly more time with the middle class.
However, The middle class in The Bonfire of the
Vanities is not as innocent as when Wolfe wrote about it in
his previous works.

He says that

This was a book about vanity in New York in an age
of money fever.
In fact those who triumph in an
age like that are seldom what we usually consider
heroic and admirable characters.41
Wolfe is not sympathetic, but in awe of his characters, as
he himself acknowledges in the same chapter.

He sees greed

as the only factor that can corrupt the "right stuff."
Money alone could not corrupt it, as he very well showed
throughout his career.
did it become bad.

Only now that money became a fever

The problem with money, Wolfe argues, is

that it creates vanity, and vanity is the "fat" Kennedy
referred to —

what can lead America to a decline in

41 Tom Wolfe,
interview.
"Tom Wolfe: The Art of Fiction
CXXIII" By George Plimpton. Paris Review 33, (Spring 1991): 94-121.
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character.
As a novel Bonfire is less compelling than Wolfe's
other work.

His characters are not three-dimensional.

Wolfe's pen ably sketches types to represent each layer of
society, but he is unable to give them life.
puppets for whom he speaks.

They are

The book entertains as does

good journalism, Wolfe researched extensively for it.
However, the people who inhabit the real world depicted in
the book fall short from being real themselves.

This book

is a collage of Wolfe's already tested formula of style as
generator and consequence of wealth.
The problem of not having "real" people inhabit the
world Wolfe depicts is not present in his work of non
fiction.

When he writes about people that actually exist,

they have life in themselves and do not need Wolfe's
creative powers to breathe life into them.
photographer of scenes and people.
painter.

Wolfe is a good

However, he is a bad

He can show what already exists marvelously, but

his own creations remain hazy.

CONCLUSION

In his writings, Wolfe became a mixture of a critic, a
historian and sometimes a theoretician who, in his own
words, uses his literary essays as an occasion to comment on
manners, morals and society.

Wolfe calls himself a

journalist, but this qualification seems to be inadequate.
The dictionary defines a journalist as one who "gathers,
writes, edits, or publishes news, as for a newspaper.”42
Wolfe does more than that, since besides gathering, he also
analyzes what he sees, and presents it in a language not
typical of journalistic articles.

He also cannot be called

academic, a class of people he seems to have little regard
for:
The whole notion of being an academic of prestige,
an intellectual, has become more and more
dependent on the art of separating yourself from
the bourgeoisie and other influences to ensure
your semidivine status.
It's as it is in any
religion: your constantly have to purify, cut
ties, to maintain the integrity of the religion.
That's why I like to use the term clerisy instead
of intellectuals. The clerisy is a nonreligious
clergy.43
Wolfe was determined to push the intellectuals aside in his
42 The Random House Dictionary

(New York: Random House, 1980).

43 Dorothy Scura ed., Conversations With Tom Wolfe.
University Press of Mississippi, 1990).
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quest for the popular in American culture.

His curiosity

led him into the exotic flowerings of American life in the
1960s, which he aimed to interpret for the mass audience.
For a journalist, the form in which Wolfe writes would
only allow him room to write for Sunday supplements or for
magazines, thus becoming a new sort of preacher himself.

He

held forth in Sunday papers with sermons that were meant to
entertain, even as they inculcated a reassuring message.
For all the pyrotechnics, Americans still shared common
values and a common culture.

As an academic, the form in

which Wolfe writes added to the lack of depth of his
articles, would make him unwelcome in any academic circle.
In print he is called a social commentator, a title he does
not seem to mind.
Although Wolfe uses techniques borrowed from fiction
writers, like point of view and dialogues, it is inadequate
to classify him as a fiction writer.

He could be

categorized, as George Landow44 has demonstrated, as a
Victorian Sage.

According to Landow's characterization of a

2 0th century sage, Wolfe would incorporate all but one of
the categories he listed:

an alternation of satire and

positive statement, a parallel alternation of attacks upon
the audience and attempts to reassure or inspire it, a
concentration upon apparently trivial phenomena as the

44 George P. Landow, Elegant Jeremiahs: The Sage from Carlvle
to Mailer
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1968).
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subject of interpretation, a reliance upon grotesque
contemporary phenomena, satiric and idiosyncratic
definitions of key terms, and an essential appeal to
credibility.

Wolfe chooses apparently trivial phenomena

such as car customizing, a hippie community, a party to
raise funds for a cause and attempts to shed light onto
these phenomena and analyze them.

Unlike the Old Testament

prophets, however, Wolfe does not show the judgment of his
audience, but of his subjects.

At the same time that he is

unpacking the significance of his subjects and defining them
for his audience, he is removing the threat that his
subjects supposedly pose for his audience.

Despite the

fact that the classification of Wolfe as a sage is useful to
the extent that it provides parameters by which to judge his
work, it is still not sufficient.
I hope it has become clear that form is what is unique
in Wolfe's work.

The form of his writing is what separates

him from both academics and journalists.

However, in regard

to the content of his articles Wolfe seems to cover the same
grounds that both academics and journalists would.

His

treatment of the subjects would, however, bring him closer
to an academic than to a journalist.

Form makes Wolfe an

outsider of any classification we attempt for him, just as
his subjects are outsiders of the mainstream society.

Wolfe

the author manages to explain what makes these groups
outsiders, thus demystifying these groups for his readers.
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Yet Wolfe the intellectual fails to explain himself and his
forms to other intellectuals.

He is called a pop writer, a

classification he rejects because he says that pop means
trivial, and he does not see himself or his writing as
trivial.

Social commentator seems to fit well.

Wolfe wrote the introduction for the book called The
New Journalism which he co-edited with E. W. Johnson where
he attempted to define what he did.

The closest he could

get was that his work contained a bit of everything:
vignettes, odds and ends of scholarship, bits of memoir,
short bursts of sociology, apostrophes, epithets, moans, and
cackles.
Balzac said the same thing more academically years
before and is quoted by Wolfe The New Journalism.
'the designation 'man of letters' is the cruelest
insult one can offer to an author' (since it
indicates his status is derived more from his
literary associations than his talent as a
writer). The man of letters is often a critic,
sometimes a literary historian or theoretician,
and invariably a homeopathic idea doctor who uses
his literary essays as an occasion to comment on
morals and society. Nevertheless, the man of
letters had once, for about twenty years, been the
reigning literary figure (NJ - 46-47).”
In literature, Balzac is the one who Wolfe claims to have
influenced him the most.

Wolfe does not seem to mind,

however, to be called a man of letters, and not only a
writer.
Wolfe said that the young generation of the sixties
used their wealth to generate new lifestyles, or in his
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words, "make monuments to themselves."

He also said that

style could generate wealth and gives the example of the car
customizers,

wolfe sees in others what he does himself.

He

used his wealth, or his knowledge, to generate a style all
his own.

And it is the form of what he writes that attracts

readers and feeds his wealth.
preaches.

He incorporates what he
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